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FIG 1. P a ra lle l T e le co m m u n ica tio n s  and  S im u lation  N etw orks

34

Legend
V: Vector.
10: System.
20: Simulation Network.
24: Process power support computers.
26: Parent simulation computers.
28: User interface computers.
30: Telecommunications Network.
32: Junction point simulation computers.
34: Telecommunication Network junction point computers

prior art
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FIG. 3 USA Scope Telco

Telco
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FIG. 4 USA Scope Wireless

(3000)

(4000)

Wireless
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FIG. 5 Sam ple USA Organizational Structure
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HQ7

HQ6

HQ5
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CO xoTelco Switches Wireless Switches
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Pensacola 1 Pensacola 2 Pensacola 3 Pensacola 4
14 CO 14 CO 16 CO 13 CO
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Jacksonville 3 
11 CO

Jacksonville 6 
11 CO
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FLL 3 FLL 6

Miami 4 
17 CO

Miami 7 
18 CO

Miami 3 
17 CO

Miami 8 
22 CO
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Mobile 1 
11 CO

Mobile 3 
8 CO
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Mem 1 Mem 2
20 CO 13 CO

Nash 1 Nash 2
20 CO 13 CO

Knox 1 Knox 2
14 CO 15 CO

Clarkl Clark 2
6 CO 9 CO

Lex 1 
23 CO

Lex 2 
19 CO

Lou 1 
17 CO

Lou 2 
12 CO

Lou 3 
9 CO

Jack 1 
15 CO

Jack 2 
15 CO

Biloxi 1 
15 CO

N Or 4 prior art
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Raleigh 3 Charlotte 3 Charlotte 4
13 CO  12 CO 14 CO

North Carolina

Asheville 1 
10 CO

Rocky Mount 1 
10 CO

Wilmington 1 
10 CO

Charleston 3
13 CO

10 CO

15 CO
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CO Telco Switches xo Wireless Switches prior art
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Pensacola 1 
7X0

Pensacola 2 
5X 0

Pensacola 3 
8X0

Pensacola 4 
4XO
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Jacksonville 3 Jacksonville 6
6 XO 6 XO
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Orlando 3 
8X0 11 XO

Miami 3 
8X0

Miami 4 
8X0

Miami 7 
24X0

Miami 8 
24X0
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76 76
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FIG. 18 Tennessee-Kentucky-Mississippi-Louisiana Region.
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FIG. 20 2004 Bitm ap guidelines

ILEC domains are limited to HQ6 knowledge.
W ireless domains are limited to HQ8 knowledge 

Telco calls start with 1 
W ireless calls start with 2 
Roaming calls start with 3 
C LEC  calls starts with 4

HQ9 is assigned as a call owner when the call is not within a W ireless
domain.

HQ8 is assigned for long distance that travels through East-West USA
domains.

HQ7 is assigned for a long distance that is within East or West USA
domains.

For calls that are local, local long distance and long distance that travels 
through an ILEC domain the first three digits are 111.

Calls that begin outside of all national networks start with 1.

Te lco  ca lls  (*US Patent 6,614,893 upgrades)
Calls controlled by BST start with *1111 instead of 1 
Calls controlled by PB  start with *1114 instead of 4.

Calls controlled by AT&T start with 12.
Calls controlled by Sprint start with 13.

W ire less ca lls
Calls controlled by Cingular W ireless start with 22.

Calls controlled by Verizon start with 23.
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HQ6 to HQ9 BST 
HQ5 BST

1111
1

"BellSouth Stamp" 
HQ5 1

HQ4 Florida 1 HQ4 1
HQ3 S. Fla 3 HQ3 3
HQ2 4 HQ2 Miami 4
HQ1 8 HQ1 Miami 8
Leq A is11111134803 Leg B is 11111134803

CO 11111134803 initiates the call.
CO 11111134803 Owns and generates the Vector CDR.
1 CDR must be correlated to make the billing entity.
Vector Magnitude looks like this 11111134803 (Owner)
N/A (Leg A CO) N/A (Leg B CO) 11111134803
The unique ID for the call would be 11111134803########

11111134803aaaa0000000000. Four letters and 0-16,777,216 
range.
This would be the first call this specific switch could possibly
perform.

prior art
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HQ6 to HQ9 1111 " BellSouth Stamp”
HQ5 BST 1 HQ5 1
HQ4 Florida 1 HQ4 1
HQ3 S. Fla 3 HQ3 3
HQ2 4 HQ2 Miami 4
HQ1 8 HQ1 Miami 8
Lea A is 11111134803 Leg B is 11111134807

CO 11111134803 initiates the call. CO 111111348 owns the call 
And generates the Vector CDR. 3 CDR must be 
Correlated to make the billing entity.
Vector Magnitude looks like this 111111348 (Owner)
03 (Leg A CO ) OT (Leg B CO) 111111348-03- 07
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FIG. 23 Intra NPA Telco Call

305-9490001 
North Miami Beach
HQ6 to HQ9 1111
HQ5 BST 1
HQ4 Florida 1
HQ3 S. Fla 3
HQ2 Miami 4
HQ1 8
Leg A is 11111134803

305 443 2354 
Coral Gables 

"BellSouth Stamp"
HQ5 1
HQ4 1
HQ3 3
HQ2 Leg A 4
HQ1 Leg B 7
Leg B is  1111113470F

CO 11111134803 initiates the call. CO 11111134 owns the call and 
generates the Vector COR. HQ2. At least 4 CDR must be correlated 
to make the billing entity.

Vector Magnitude looks like this: 11111134 (Owner) 803
(Leg A CO) 70F (Leg B CO) 11111134-803-70F
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FIG. 24 Intra LATA Telco Call

305-9490001
Miami
HQ6 to HQ9 1111
HQ5 BST 1
HQ4 Florida 1
HQ3 S. Fla 3
HQ2 4
HQ1 8
Leg A is 11111134803

407 671 9999 
Orlando
"BellSouth Stamp"
HQ5 1
HQ4 1
HQ3 3
HQ2 1
HQ1 7
Leg B is  11111131701

CO 11111134803 Initiates the call. CO 1111113 owns the call and generates 
the Vector CDR. HQ3. At least 6 CDR must 
be correlated to make the billing entity.

Vector Magnitude looks like this: 1111113 (Owner) 4803 
(Leg A CO) 1701 (Leg B CO) 1111113-4803-1701
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305-949-0001 904- 671-9999
Miami Jacksonville
HQ6 to HQ9 1111 "BellSouth stamp"
HQ5 BST 1 HQ5 1
HQ4 Florida 1 HQ4 1
HQ3 Leg A 3 HQ3 2
HQ2 Leg B 4 HQ2 1
HQ1 8 HQ1 1
Lea A is 111111134803 Leg B is 11111121105

CO 11111134803 initiates the call. CO 11 owns the call and 
generates the Vector COR. HQ4. At least 6 COR must 
be correlated to make the billing entity.

Vector Magnitude looks like this: 111111 (Owner) 34803
(Leg A CO) 21105 (Leg B CO) 111111-34803-21105
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305-525-0001 904-777-1234
Miami Atlanta
HQ6 to HQ9 1111 "BellSouth stamp"
HQ5BST 1 HQ5 BST 1
HQ4 Florida 1 HQ4 Georgia 2
HQ3SFIa 3 HQ3 N Geo 1
HQ2 4 HQ2 1
HQ1 7 HQ1 A
Lea A is 11111134707 Lea B is 11111211A03

Vector CDR 1-134707-211A03 or 11111-134707-211A03
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FIG. 27 International Telco Call

34

AT&T

305 525 0001 
Miami 
HQ6 to HQ9 1111
HQ5 BST 1
HQ4 Florida 1
HQ3 S. Fla 3
HQ2 4
HQ1 7
LeqA is 11111134707

011502261324 
Guatemala 
"BellSouth stamp” 
HQ5 AT&T 1

Leg B is out of the domain.

CO 11111134807 initiates the call. HQ6* owns the call and 
Generates the Vector COR. At least 3 CDR must be 
correlated to make the billing entity.##### International 
### Regional (CLEC) # Local (CLEC). CLEC the 
subscriber belongs to another network.
Vector Magnitude looks like this: 1 (Owner) 1111^1134707
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Calling Party Leg A 
305 948 1234 

NPA-NXX-EXTN
Called Party Leg B 

305 948 5678 
NPA-NXX-EXTN

Calling Party request dial tene and then the subscriber dials
305 948 5678#

HQ6 to HQ9 1111 "BellSouth stamp"
HQ5 BST 1 HQ5 1
HQ4 Florida 1 HQ4 1
HQ3 S. Fla 3 HQ3 3
HQ2 4 HQ2 Miami 4
HQ1 8 HQ1 Miami 8
Leo A is 11111134803

Vector CDR 1134803 or 11111134803

Leg B is 11111134803
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FIG. 29 Intra NXX Telco Call

Calling Party Leg A 
305 948 1234 

NPA-NXX-EXTN

Called Party Leg B 
305 938 5678 

NPA-NXX-EXTN

Calling Party request dial tone and then the subscriber dials 
305 938 5678

An (1AM) messages is sent as the CO determines that 305 938 5678 is 
doesn't belong to its own domain. The HQO searches and determines that 
HQ1 is the most probable owner. HQO upon receiving the 1AM messages 
creates a SSN and then send a Vector CDR message to TO#8 IC. When the 
ANM or ACM message is received an Update_Vector_CDR message is 
generated and the Vector CDR is futher updated. Then a REL_A or REL_B 
message is received an a Release_Vector_CDR message is generated and 
Vector_CDR is futher updated. No Tandem data. EX 111111348-03-07. 
VectorTrajectory Update
CO#3 11111134#-03-## via forward chaining (FC) 1AM message 
TO#8 111111348-03-## via forward chaining(FC) I AM Message 
CO#7 111111348-03-07 via backward chaining (BC) ACM message
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Calling Party Leg A 
305 948 1234 

NPA-NXX-EXTN

Called Party leg B 
305 338 5678 

NPA-NXX-EXTN

Calling Party request dial tone and then the subscriber dials 305 338 5678#

An (IAM) messages is sent as the CO determines that 305 338 5678 is doesn't 
belong to its own domain. The HQO searches and determines that HQ2 is the 
most probable owner.
HQO upon receiving the IAM messages creates a SSN and then send a 
Vector CDR message to TO#8 IC, POP #4 IC, TO#7 IC, CO#OF 1C. When the ANM or 
ACM message is received an Update_Vector_CDR message is generated and the 
Vector CDR is further updated. Then a REL_A or REL_B message is received an a 
Release_Vector CDR message is generated and Vector _CDR is futher updated. No 
Tandem data. Ex 11111134 -###-### Vector Trajectory Update.
CO#3 11111134-#03-##- IAM(FC) Calling Party (Leg A ) Owner
TO#8 11111134-803-##- IAM (FC)
POP# 4 11111134-803-##- IAM (FC)HQ2 Miami, FLA(Dade County NPA) Vector Owner
TO#7 11111134-803-7-##- IAM (FC)
CO#F 11111134-803-7OF- ACN (BC) Called Party (Leg B) Owner.
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Calling Party Leg A  
305-944-1234

Called Party Leg B 
954-338-5678

NPA-NXX-EXTN NPA-NXX-EXTN

305-9490001 407 671 9999
Miami Orlando
HQ6 to HQ9 1111 "BellSouth stamp"
HQ5 BST 1 HQ5 1
HQ4 Florida 1 HQ4 1
HQ3 S. Fla 3 HQ3 3
HQ2 4 HQ2 1
HQ1 8 HQ1 7
Leo A  is11111134803 Lea B is 11111131701

Vector COR 113-4803-1701 or 1111113-4803-1701
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FIG. 32 Intra Regional Te lco  Call

305-949-0001 904-671-9999
Miami Jacksonville
HQ6 to HQ9 1111 "BellSouth stamp"
HQ5 BST 1 HQ5 1
HQ4 Florida 1 HQ4 1
HQ3 3 HQ3 2
HQ2 4 HQ2 1
HQ1 8 HQ1 1
Lee A is 11111134803 Lea B is11111121105

Vector CDR 11-34803-21105 or 111111-34803-21105
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305-525-0001 
Miami 
HQ6 to HQ9 1111
HQ5 BST 1
HQ4 Florida 1
HQ3SFIa 3
HQ2 4
HQ1 7
Lea A is 11111134707

904-777-1234
Atlanta
"BellSouth stamp"
HQ5 BST 1
HQ4 Georgia 2
HQ3 N Geo 1
HQ2 1
HQ1 A
Lea B Is 11111211A03

Vector CDR 1-134707-211A03 or 11111-134707-211A03
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Calling Party Leg A
305- 948-1234
NPA-NXX-EXTN

305 525 0001 
Miami
HQ6 to HQ9 1111
HQ5 BST 1
HQ4 Florida 1
HQ3 S. Fia 3
HQ2 4
HQ1 7
Leg A is 11111134707

Called Party Leg B 
011-5022-1324 

INT-CC-EXTN

011502261324 
Guatemala 
"BellSouth stamp" 
HQ6 AT&T 1

Leg B is out of the domain.

Vector CRD 11111134707
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786-949-0001 786-939-0001
HQ6 to HQ9 2212 "Cingular Wireless"
HQ5 BST 1 HQ5 1
HQ4 Florida 1 HQ4 1
HQ3 S. Fla 3 HQ3 3
HQ2 4 HQ2 4
HQ1 8 HQ1 8
Lea A is 22121134803 Leg B is 22121134807

CO 22121134803 initiates the call. CO 221211348 owns the call and generates 
the Vector CDR. 3 CDR must be correlated to make the billing entity.

Vector Magnitude looks like this 221211348 (Owner)
03 (Leg A CO ) 07 (Leg B CO) 221211348-03-07
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786-949-0001 
North Miami Beach
HQ6 to HQ9 2212
HQ5 BST 1
HQ4 Florida 1
HQ3 S. Fla 3
HQ2 Miami 4
HQ1 8
Leg A  is 22121134803

786- 443-2354 
Coral Gables 
"Cingular Wireless"
HQ5 1
HQ4 1
HQ3 3
HQ2 4
HQ1 7
Leg B is 2212113470F

CO 22121134803 initiates the call. CO 22121134 owns the call and 
generates the Vector CDR. HQ2. At least 4 CDR must be correlated 
to make the billing entity.

V ector M agnitude looks like this: 22121134 (Owner) 803
(Leg A  CO) 70F (Leg B CO) 22121134-803-70F
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FIG. 37 Intra LATA Wireless Call

786-9490001 
Miami 
HQ6 to HQ9 2212
HQ5 BST 1
HQ4 Florida 1
HQ3 S. Fla 3
HQ2 4
HQ1 8
Lea A is 22121134803

407 671 9999 
Orlando
"Cingular Wireless'*
HQ5 1
HQ4 1
HQ3 3
HQ2 1
HQ1 7
Leg B is 22121131701

CO 22121134803 initiates the call. CO 2212113 owns the call and generates the 
Vector CDR. HQ3. At least 6 CDR must be correlated to make the billing entity.

Vector Magnitude looks like this: 2212113 (Owner) 4803 
(Leg A CO) 1701 (Leg B CO) 2212113-4803-1701
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786-949-0001 904-671-9999
Miami Jacksonville
HQ6 to HQ9 2212 "Cingular Wireless”
HQ5 BST 1 HQ5 1
HQ4 Florida 1 HQ4 1
HQ3 3 HQ3 2
HQ2 4 HQ2 1
HQ1 8 HQ1 1
Lea A is 22121134803 Lea B is 22121121105

CO 22121134803 initiates the call. CO 11 owns the call and 
generates the Vector COR. HQ4. At least 6 COR must 
be correlated to make the billing entity.

Vector Magnitude looks like this: 221211 (Owner) 34803
(Leg A  CO) 21105 (Leg B CO) 221211-34803-21105
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786-525-0001 
Miami 
HQ6 to HQ9 2212
HQ5 BST 1
HQ4 Florida 1
HQ3SFIa 3
HQ2 4
HQ1 7
Leo A  is 22121134707

404-777-1234 
Atlanta 

"Cingular" 
HQ5 BST 1
HQ4 Georgia 2
HQ3 N Geo 1
HQ2 1
HQ1 A
Leo B is 22121211A03

Vector CDR 1-134707-211A03 or 22121-134707-211A03
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786 525 0001 
Miami
HQ6 to HQ9 2212
HQ5 BST 1
HQ4 Florida 1
HQ3 S. Fla 3
HQ2 4
HQ1 7
Leg A is 22121134707

011502261324 
Guatemala 
"Cingular Wireless" 
HQ6 AT&T 1

Leg B is out of the domain.

CO 22121134707 initiates the call. HQ6* owns the call and 
Generates the Vector CDR. At least 3 CDR must be 
correlated to make the billing entity.##### International 
### Regional (CLEC) # Local (CLEC). CLEC the 
subscriber belongs to another network.
Vector Magnitude looks like this: 1 (Owner) 2212-1134707
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786-525-0001 212-777-1234
Miami NYC
HQ6 to HQ9 2212 "Cingular W ireless-BST
HQ6 to HQ9 2214 "Cingular Wireless-BA"
HQ5 1 HQ5 3
HQ4 Florida 1 HQ4 NY 2
HQ3SFIa 3 HQ3 NYC 1
HQ2 4 HQ2 1
HQ1 7 HQ1 A
Leg A is 22121134707 Leg B is 2214 3211A03

Vector CDR 221-21134707-_43211A03
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768-525-0001 405-555-1234
Miami Los Angeles
HQ6 to HQ9 2212 "Cingular Wireless-BST"
HQ6 to HQ9 2284 "Cingular Wireless-PB"
HQ5 to HQ7 BST 1 HQ5 3
HQ4 Florida 1 HQ4 California 2
HQ3SFIa 3 HQ3 LAX 1
HQ2 4 HQ2 1
HQ1 7 HQ1 A
Leo A is 22121134707 Leg B is 22843211A03

Vector CDR 22-121134707- 843211A03
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786-525-0001
Miami
HQ6 to HQ9 2212
HQ6 to HQ9 2384
HQ5 1
HQ4 Florida 1
HQ3SFIa 3
HQ2 4
HQ1 7
Lea A is 22121134707

405-555-1234
LAX
"Cingular Wireless-BST"
"Verizon-PB"
HQ5 to HQ7 PB 3
HQ4 California 2
HQ3LAX 1
HQ2 1
HQ1 A
Leg B is 23843211A03

Vector COR 2-2121134707- 3843211AQ3
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305-949-0001 
North Miami Beach

786- 443-2354 
Coral Gables

HQ6 to HQ6 2211 Cingular-BST
HQ6 to HQ9 1112 BellSouth
HQ5 1 HQ5 1
HQ4 Florida 1 HQ4 1
HQ3SFIa 3 HQ3 3
HQ2 4 HQ2 4
HQ1 8 HQ1 7
Leg A is 11121134803 Leg B is 2211113470F

CO 11121134803 initiates the call. CO 11121134 owns the call and 
generates the Vector CDR. HQ2. At least 4 CDR must be correlated to 
make the billing entity.

Vector Magnitude looks like this: 11121134 (Owner) 803
(Leg A CO) 70F (Leg B CO) 11121134-803-70F
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786-949-0001 
North Miami Beach
HQ6 to HQ9 2211
HQ5 BST 1
HQ4 Florida 1
HQ3 S. Fla 3
HQ2 Miami 4
HQ1 8
Leg A is 22111134803

305- 443-2354 
Coral Gables 
"Cingular Wireless"
HQ5 1
HQ4 1
HQ3 3
HQ2 4
HQ1 7
Leg B is 2211113470F

CO 22111134803 initiates the call. CO 22111134 owns the call 
and generates the Vector CDR. HQ2. At least 4 CDR must be 
correlated to make the billing entity.

Vector Magnitude looks like this: 2 2 1 1 1134 (Owner) 803
(Leg A CO) 70F (Leg B CO) 22111134-803-70F
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305-9490001 
Miami 
HQ6 to HQ9 1112
HQ5BST 1
HQ4 Florida 1
HQ3 S. Fla 3
HQ2 4
HQ1 8
Leg A is 11121134803

407 671 9999 
Orlando

”BST"
HQ5 1
HQ4 1
HQ3 3
HQ2 1
HQ1 7
Leg B is 11121131701

CO 11.121134803 initiates the call. CO 1112113 owns the call and 
generates the Vector CDR. HQ3. At least 6 CDR must be correlated to 
make the billing entity.

Vector Magnitude looks like this: 1112113 (Owner) 4803
(Leg A CO) 1701 (Leg B CO) 1112113-4803-1701
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786-9490001
Miami
HQ6 to HQ9 2211
HQ5 BST 1
HQ4 Florida 1
HQ3 S. Fla 3
HQ2 4
HQ1 8
Lee A is 22111134803

407 671 9999
Orlando
"Cingular"
HQ5 1
HQ4 1
HQ3 3
HQ2 1
HQ1 7
Leg B is 22111131701

CO 22111134803 initiates the call. CO 2211113 owns the call and 
generates the Vector CDR. HQ3. At least 6 CDR must be correlated to 
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(Leg A CO) 1701 (Leg B CO) 2 2 U 1 13-4803-1701
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FIG. 49 Intra Regional Wireless / Telco Call
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FIG. 53 ILEC Wireless / Telco Call
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FIG. 56 Inter ILEC Roaming Call
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FIG. 58 Inter USA Wireless Call
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FIG. 64 Inter ILEC Wireless / Telco Call
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FIG. 66 Hybrid LA TA  Roam ing Call
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FIG. 67 Hybrid Intra Regional Roam ing C a ll
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FIG. 71 Hybrid Intra U SA  Roam ing C a ll
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FIG. 81 Hybrid Infra Continental W ireless / T e lco  Call
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FIG. 86 Hybrid Continental Roam ing C a ll
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FIG. 87 Hybrid Inter Continental Roam ing Ca ll
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FIG. 94 M irror Telecom m unication Netw orks
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FIG. 95 Intelligent Switch
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OR
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Switch  
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Each Class 5 Central Office Switch supply 
services for Business, Residential or Mixed 

Telco lines. Each CO  can supports from 4000 to 
16,000 POTS or subscribers. X O  supply wireless 
services for weighted 20,000 to 100,000 Mobile 

transceivers.

The system uses a mirror reflect of Central Office 
CO (1000) to build Intelligent Switch HQO (3000) 

that simulates each of its activities without 
physically routing a call.

The system uses a mirror reflect of Cell Site XO  
(0) to build Intelligent Switch HQO (3000) that 

simulates each of its activities without physically 
routing a call.
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FIG. 99 Simplifying a Telco NPA
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FIG. 100 Simplifying a Wireless NPA
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FIG. 101 O rganizing N X X  Spaghetti Infrastructure
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FIG. 103 Telco Rings
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FIG. 104 Wireless Rings
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FIG. 105 LATA Intelligent Switch Telco
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FIG. 106 LATA Intelligent Sw itch Wireless
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FIG. 107 M ulti LA TA  Intelligent Sw itch Te lco
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FIG. 108 Multi LATA  Intelligent Sw itch W ireless
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FIG. 109 ILEC Intelligent Swith Telco
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FIG. 111 Multi ILEC Intelligent Switch Combined
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FIG. 112 EAST USA Telco Switch
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FIG. 113 EAST USA Wireless Switch
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FIG. 114 National Telco Intelligent Switch
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FIG. 115 National Wireless Intelligent Switch
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FIG. 116 Combined USA
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FIG. 117 North America Telco
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FIG. 119 America Telco
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FIG. 120 America Wireless
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FIG. 121 Combined World
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FIG. 122 Synchcronization of Resources
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FIG. 123 Building a NXX Bitmap File
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FIG. 124 Building an ILEC Bitmap File
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FIG. 125 Updating Envionment Data
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FIG. 126 Best Cost Routing Fishbone
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FIG. 127 Least Cost Routing Fishbone
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PARALLEL COMPUTER NETWORK AND 
METHOD FOR TELECOMMUNICATIONS 

NETWORK SIMULATION TO ROUTE 
CALLS AND CONTINUOUSLY ESTIMATE 

CALL BILLING IN REAL TIME

CROSS REFERENCE TO RELATED 
APPLICATIONS

This application is a continuation-in-part of U.S. patent 
application Ser. No. 10/603,963, filed on Jun. 25, 2003 now 
U.S. Pat. No. 6,842,511, which is a continuation-in-part of 
U.S. patent application Ser. No. 09/544,238 (now U.S. Pat. 
No. 6,614,893), filed on Apr. 7, 2000, which relates to the 
same subject matter as provisional application Ser. No. 
60/184,537, filed by the same inventor on Feb. 24, 2000.

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

1. Field of the Invention
The present invention relates generally to the field of 

telecommunications networks and methods and, more par
ticularly, to such a network utilizing parallel cluster com
puters that allow the integration of local, long distance, 
international and wireless calling within a plurality of inde
pendent ILEC, long distance carriers and wireless suppliers 
working concurrently.

2. Description of the Prior Art
Legacy systems at large are the main reason why large 

networks do not have real time Information Systems or Hot 
Billing Systems (HBS). Often, networks are comprised of 
multiple types of machines of new and old technologies. 
Networks with multiple vendors’ machines do not create 
records that have the same data structure, file system, or 
operating system, and sometimes machine protocols are 
incompatible. Large networks quickly become complex net
works just by having legacy systems that require special 
procedures to properly move data.

With the advent of the global satellite wireless networks, 
Internet and related technologies, real time billing has 
become one of the fast growing segments of the economy. 
Organizational data networks gather, validate, verily and 
exchange end user information in an effort to understand, for 
example, the kinds of products, services and qualities con
sumers value most, and how and why they make such 
determinations.

With regard to the telecommunications industry, there 
have long been individual computers loaded with programs 
for performing TQM data mining, provisioning and billing, 
which rely upon the processing power and data within the 
single stand-alone computer. A problem with these single 
computer applications has been that more processing power 
and data access capability are needed, as well as reduced 
bandwidth usage, coupled with web and virtual world 
access.

Another problem is that local, long distance, international 
calls and wireless calls due to federal regulation uses distinct 
networks making the problem of the correlation of billing 
entities for multinational telecom network virtual impos
sible. Solutions to these problems are presented in the 
published doctoral dissertation of the present inventor, 
entitled Designing Hot billing Systems for Large Volume and 
or Complex Network submitted for the degree of Doctor of 
Philosophy in Management for the present inventor at 
California Coast University in November of 1999, the 
contents of which are incorporated herein by reference. Also 
incorporated by reference are the contents of a provisional

1
patent application filed by the present inventor on Feb. 24, 
2000, Ser. No. 60/184,537, entitled Intelligent Component 
Billing System. “Real Time Solutions for the Next Genera
tion Internet” © 2002 by Richard S. Paiz a book that furthers 
explains the Supercomputer technology.

Accordingly, there is an established need for real time 
billing that makes sure that all the transactions are rated in 
a timely manner to avoid fraud, and insures that the con
sumer at large get the best quality and service of product. 
This technology performs telecommunications transactions 
that overcome the drawbacks and limitations of the prior art 
by allowing multiple concurrently working nodes to convert 
the information in real time into a standardized method that 
enables the system to distribute the load and tasks within its 
available resources at the incipiency of a call anywhere in 
the world.

It is thus an object of the invention for the system to 
validate and verify each end user with accurate geographic 
locations, age of person, and other data mining demograph
ics to make participating more effective and efficient and 
proactively avoid chum and fraud. Each call is validated and 
the actual end user’s location at incipiency is identified so 
that the supplier system Leg A is immediately known at 
based on the call pattern a Vector and Leg B with tandem 
path can be assigned.

It is thus an object of the present invention to provide a 
computer network system that parallels and simulates a 
plurality of concurrently working sovereign telecommuni
cation wireless and Telco networks service global end users.

It is another object of the present invention to provide 
such a computer network system having the capability to 
instantaneously generate, plot and update specific telecom
munication data. To have multiple dedicated computers to 
identify patterns of behavior of Telco, Wireless, and global 
networks, and then have higher members of the supplier 
system hierarchy to correlate this information by using 
pre-calculated information of its subordinates to further 
verify the accuracy of the consolidation of the network 
information.

It is another object of this invention to create a system 
based on U.S. Pat. No. 6,614,893 that possess three concur
rent hierarchies that will analyze and resolve the billing of 
calls. The lowest tiers are considered ILEC, the middle tiers 
national networks, and the summit tiers global international 
long distance networks.

It is still a further object of the present invention to 
provide such a network system, which maximizes network
processing power by shunting calls from computers momen
tarily operating at or near capacity, and thus having smaller 
buffers to less-taxed computers having larger buffers. Pref
erably, this process of sharing available resources between 
members of the systems mimics lateral and vertical synergy 
in human organizations.

It is still another object of the present invention to provide 
such a computer network system which concurrently con
verts real time data feed into optimized primed lingua franca 
Vector correlated CDR with patterns so that every node of 
the supplier system by using lateral and vertical synergy can 
process the work of another node. Global network resources 
of non-peak time networks will be used to avoid clogs and 
resource intensive transactions behaving as if nodes belong
ing to a geographic region the other side of the world where 
the actual peak time traffic is occurring.

It is yet another object of the present invention to provide 
such a computer network which minimizes bandwidth usage 
by performing schedule and synchronized activities with 
participating nodes. That is, wherein the Supercomputer
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based on historical data can accurately project future trends 
of resource needs to update end users software to avoid clogs 
in the system. Preferably, a Summit Tier updates all of the 
components by sending only summarized information pack
ets to its organizational subordinates.

It is a yet a further object of the present invention to 
provide such a network system that assimilates whatever 
spaghetti each participating networks has which operates in 
conjunction with antiquated billing, provisioning and data 
warehouse suppliers technology, so that existing equipment 
is not wasted and the cost of updating is minimized.

It is yet another object of the present invention to provide 
such a network system, wherein the system performs net
work troubleshooting functions aimed at minimizing down 
time and platform failure, by warning a repair crew almost 
immediately of the nature and location of a problem. Pref
erably, in this manner, the system is maintained via a 
proactive preventative maintenance program.

It is still another object of the present invention to provide 
such a system, which is relatively redundant, standard, 
easily upgradeable and inexpensive to assemble and operate.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

The present invention overcomes the aforementioned 
limitations of the prior art and accomplishes the above- 
stated objectives, as well as others, as may be determined by 
a fair reading and interpretation of the entire specification.

An expert system supercomputer is provided that incor
porates a plurality of independent nodes, also referred to 
herein as intelligent components, which work together in an 
organized and hierarchical manner to represent all the net
work platform components, the human resources of an 
organization, and the consumers interactions with the plu
rality of concurrently working sovereign telecommunication 
organizations that form the system.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

The preferred embodiments of the invention will herein
after be described in conjunction with the appended draw
ings provided to illustrate and not to limit the invention, 
where like designations denote like elements:

FIG. 1 Describes a Parallel Telecommunication and Simu
lation Networks derived from U.S. Pat. No. 6,614,893 that 
consists of (V) that consist of the Vector trajectory of a call 
from origin to destination through a telecommunications 
network (10). The system (10) maps each Telecommunica
tions Network junction point computers (34) with its own 
junction point simulation computers (32) that work together 
as a (20) virtual rendition and simulation network (20) of the 
telecommunication network. The Simulation Computers 
consists of a plurality of tiers of computers (24 and 26) that 
allow end users (28) to interact with the system. The system 
first normalizes and simplifies the spaghetti of the existing 
infrastructure and then delegates specialized functions such 
as Data Mediation, Network Trending and Fraud Manage
ment to any node that belongs to the system eliminate the 
needs of bottlenecks that are created by Centralized 
designed architectures or those that depend of 3rd party 
platforms.

FIG. 2 Describes several USA scope Networks parallel 
working Telco (1000) and Wireless (2000, 3000, 4000) long 
distance carriers that have United States network coverage. 
Where each Telco network is subdivided into a plurality of 
Incumbent Local Exchange Carriers (ILEC) MCI (100, 500, 
900) that support local long distance and local traffic. In

3
parallel the plurality of Wireless network cover ILEC geo- 
graphical-network configuration Cingular (1100, 1500, 
1900) and optionally Verizon (3100, 3500, 3900), and AT&T 
Wireless (4100, 4500, 4900). These national networks and 
their subordinate ILEC networks are independent organiza
tions with their own autonomy.

FIG. 3 is a diagram that shows how a USA scope Telco 
(1000) is subdivided into a plurality of ILEC AT&T geo- 
graphic-networks (100, 500, 900) that support long distance, 
local long distance and local traffic. In this case South 
Western Bell is further subdivided into smaller regions 
formed by a plurality of LATA (410, 430, 450, 470) that 
manages controls distributes all activities, which consists of 
residential and business local traffic.

FIG. 4 is a diagram that shows how a USA scope Wireless 
(2000) is subdivided into a plurality of ILEC Cingular 
geographic-network (1100, 1500, 1900) that support long 
distance, local long distance and local traffic. In this case 
South Western Bell is further subdivided into smaller 
regions formed by a plurality of LATA (1410, 1430, 1450, 
1470) that manage control the bulk traffic, which consists of 
residential and business local traffic. Optionally Verizon 
(3000) and AT&T Wireless (4000) networks are wireless 
networks that exchange and interactive amongst live billable 
traffic throughout the entire Unit are States.

FIG. 5 is a sample USA organizational structure chain of 
command to divide task specific long distance traffic. At the 
top HQ9 controls the entire USA Domain traffic in particular 
multi-wireless traffic with roaming. HQ8 controls all regular 
Telco US long distance traffic and Wireless Network Inter
national traffic. HQ7 manages and control inter-ILEC traffic 
by dividing the US into two equal halves East and West. 
HQ6 and HQ5 consist of a plurality of ILEC geographic- 
network Telco and Wireless traffic. That is further divided 
into Regions, LATA, NPA, NXX, XO (Wireless Traffic 
Network Access Points) and CO.

FIG. 6 based on U.S. Pat. No. 6,614,893 consists of an 
updated BST organizational hierarchy structure of the Bell 
South Telecommunications Telco and Wireless network with 
the addition of the entire concurrently working Wireless 
ILEC geographic-network that is controlled by HQ6 that 
matches and merges inter LATA traffic that starts from a 
Telco networks and ends up in a Wireless networks or vice 
versa. To cover the same area the Wireless networks 
dynamic nature allows XO (Wireless Traffic Networks 
Access Points) to have a greater density of common sub
scribers using the same network equipment within geo
graphical NPA subdivisions.

FIG. 7 is a schematic sample North Florida Telco Net
work.

FIG. 8 is a schematic sample Central Florida Telco 
Network.

FIG. 9 is a schematic sample South Florida Telco Net
work.

FIG. 10 is a schematic sample Alabama-Georgia Telco 
Network.

FIG. 11 is a schematic sample Tennessee-Kentucky-Mis- 
sissippi-Louisiana Region.

FIG. 12 is a schematic sample South Carolina-North 
Carolina Network.

FIG. 13 is a schematic BST organizational hierarchy 
structure-Wireless network working concurrently with a 
Telco ILEC geographic-network that is controlled by HQ6 
that matches and merges inter LATA traffic that starts from 
a Telco networks and ends up in a Wireless network or vice 
versa. To cover the same area the Wireless networks 
dynamic nature allows XO (Wireless Traffic Network
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Access Points) to have a greater density of common sub
scribers using the same network equipment within geo
graphical NPA subdivisions. Wireless technological advan
tages and distribute schema allows 711 XO to perform the 
same workload that 1240 Central Office Switches (CO).

FIG. 14 is a schematic sample North Florida Wireless 
Network.

FIG. 15 is a schematic sample Central Florida Wireless 
Network.

FIG. 16 is a schematic sample South Florida Wireless 
Network.

FIG. 17 is a schematic sample Alabama-Georgia Wireless 
Network.

FIG. 18 is a schematic sample Tennessee-Kentucky- 
Mississippi-Louisiana Region.

FIG. 19 is a schematic sample South Carolina-North 
Carolina Wireless Network.

FIG. 20 consists to the new F1Q9 to F1Q7 2004 bitmap 
guidelines that are used in to build the Vector CDR to follow. 
F1Q9 to F1Q7 levels call require a point C and point D to 
further emphasis the Tandem points that are used to match 
and merge calls that travel through a plurality of networks 
across the United States.

FIGS. 21 through 27 shows how calls occur within a 
present telephone network, (11) Leg A dials (12) Leg B and 
connects. Where (21-22) represents Central Office switches 
(CO); (31-32) Tandem Switches (TO); (41-42) Area codes 
Points of Presence (POP) network platform equipment. 
These examples will be used as the basis to show how the 
system builds the Vector resultant, correlates and rates a 
billing entity, and then updates the organization of network 
activities and transactions in real time. Each network equip
ment generates a Call Detail Record once Leg A and Leg B 
disconnect the call;

FIG. 21 is a diagram of an Intra (21) Central Office (CO) 
Telco Call. The CO owns both Leg A and Leg B and 
determines that both are active, valid accounts and are 
olf-hook;

FIG. 22 is a diagram of an Intra Exchange (NXX) Telco 
Call. The system requires three components platform equip
ment (21,23), and (22) Tandem Switch to build the call;

FIG. 23 is a diagram of an Intra Numbering Plan Area 
Intra (NPA) Telco call. The system requires at least four 
components two CO platform equipment (21,24) and two 
(22,23) Tandem Switches to build the call. When Leg A and 
Leg B disconnect four Call Detail Records are generated;

FIG. 24 is a diagram of an Intra Local Access and Transfer 
Area (LATA) Telco Call. The system requires at least six 
components (21,26) CO, (22,25) TO or Tandem, and (23,24) 
POP to build the call. When Leg A and Leg B disconnect six 
CDR are generated;

FIG. 25 is a diagram of an Intra Regional Telco Call. The 
system requires at least six components (21,26) CO, (22,25) 
TO or Tandem, and (23-24) POP to build the call. When Leg 
A and Leg B disconnects six CDR are generated;

FIG. 26 is a diagram of an Inter Regional Telco Call. The 
system requires at least six components (21,26) CO, (22,25) 
TO or Tandem, and (23-24) POP to build the call. When Leg 
A and Leg B disconnect six CDR are generated;

FIG. 27 is a diagram of an International Telco Call. Once 
the Oil digits are captured the CO determines the long 
distance carrier. When Leg A or Leg B disconnects four 
CDR are generated; one CDR for the (24) International 
Gateway POP; one for the (23) 305 Area Code or POP; one 
for the (22) TO or Tandem Switch; and the (21) platform 
equipment CO originating the call. Note: local and domestic 
long distance calls will behave in the same manner as

5
International Long Distance calls. Local calls within the 
ILEC domain that are routed to other networks will possess 
2 CDR if within the same Area Code. Otherwise the call will 
have 3 to 5 CDR. For simplicity the average of four CDR has 
been used;

FIGS. 28 through 34 show and describe how the billing 
entity is generated using multiple Call Detail Records 
(CDR) as the source of data, (11) Leg A dials (12) Leg B and 
the call connects. (21-26) represent network platform equip
ment and (31-37) represent components of the system. Each 
network equipment generates a Call Detail Record once Leg 
A and Leg B disconnects the call. All calls have 1111BST 
stamp;

FIG. 28 is a schematic representation of generating a 
correlated CDR from an Intra CO Telco call. The intelligent 
component (31) F1Q0 Leg A owner generates the Vector 
CDR. 1 CDR must be correlated to make the billing entity. 
Vector Resultant looks like this 1134803— Call Owner 
system ID F1Q0=1134803; Leg A segment N/A left blank; 
Leg B segment N/A left blank; Tandem segment N/A left 
blank. The unique ID for the call would be 
11111134803— ######## as assigned by the component 
that owns the call;

FIG. 29 is schematic representation of generating a cor
related CDR from an Intra NXX Telco call. The Vector 
11348 owns the call and generates the Vector Resultant 
CDR. 3 CDR must be correlated to make the billing entity 
by the call owner HQ1. Vector Magnitude looks like this 
11348 HQ1 (32) Vector Owner; -03 Leg A Owner (31); -07 
Leg B Owner (33); Tandem segment N/A left blank; 
111111348-03-07-########. To determine the Leg A sys
tem ID just add the least common denominator parent HQ1
(32) 111111348 plus the 03 to get 11111134803. Leg B is 
111111348 plus 07 to get 11111134807:

FIG. 30 is a schematic representation of generating a 
correlated CDR from an Intra NPA Telco call. The Vector 
1134 owns the call and generates the Vector Resultant CDR. 
At least 4 CDR must be correlated to make the billing entity 
by the call owner HQ2. Vector Magnitude looks like this: 
1134 HQ2 (33) Vector Owner; -803 Leg A Owner (31); -70F 
Leg B Owner (35); Tandem segment N/A left blank; 
11111134-803-70F—########. To determine the Leg A sys
tem ID just add the least common denominator parent F1Q2
(33) H i l l  134 plus the 803 to get H i l l  134803. Leg B is 
1111134 plus 7OF to get 1111113470F.

FIG. 31 is a schematic representation of generating a 
correlated CDR from an Intra LATA Telco call owner. The
(34) HQ3 Vector 113 owns the call and generates the Vector 
Resultant CDR. At least 6 CDR must be correlated to make 
the billing entity by the call owner HQ3. Vector Magnitude 
looks like this: 113 HQ3 (34) Vector Owner; -4803 Leg A 
Owner (31); -1701 Leg B Owner (37); Tandem segment N/A 
left blank; 1111113-4803-1701 -########. To determine 
the Leg A system ID just add the least common denominator 
parent 1111113 plus the 4803 to get 11111134803. Leg B is 
1111113 plus 1701 to get 11111131701:

FIG. 32 is a schematic representation of generating a 
correlated CDR from an Intra Regional Telco call owner. 
The (34) F1Q4 Vector 11 owns the call and generates the 
Vector Resultant CDR. At least 6 CDR must be correlated to 
make the billing entity by the call owner F1Q4. Vector 
Magnitude looks like this: 11 F1Q4 (34) Vector Owner; 
-34803 Leg A Owner (31); -21105 Leg B Owner (37); 
Tandem segment N/A left blank;
111111 -34803-21105-########. To determine the Leg A
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system ID just add the least common denominator parent 
111111 plus the 34803 to get 1134803. Leg B is U l l l l  plus 
21105 to get 11111121105:

FIG. 33 is a schematic representation of generating a 
correlated CDR from an Inter Regional Telco call owner. 
The (34) HQ5 Vector 1 owns the call and generates the 
Vector Resultant CDR. At least 6 CDR must be correlated to 
make the billing entity by HQ5. Vector Magnitude looks like 
this: 1 HQ5 (34) Vector Owner; -134707 Leg A Owner (31); 
-211A03 Leg B Owner (37); Tandem segment If left blank; 
11111-134707-211A03-ff-########. To determine the Leg 
A system ID just add the least common denominator parent 
HQ5 (34) H i l l  plus the 134707 to get 11111134707 or 
1134707. Leg B is H i l l  plus 211A03 to get 11111211 A03 
or 1211A03. This call uses the If Tandem route to connect 
Miami, Fla. and Atlanta, Ga.;

FIG. 34 is a schematic representation of generating a 
correlated CDR from an International Telco call owner. The 
(34) HQ6 Vector 1111 owns the call and generates the Vector 
Resultant CDR. At least 6 CDR must be correlated to make 
the billing entity by HQ6. Vector Magnitude looks like this: 
1111 HQ6 (34) Vector Owner; -1134707 Leg A Owner; Leg 
B segment N/A left blank; Tandem segment N/A left blank. 
Oil International prefix and ### Country Code. To deter
mine the Leg A system ID just add the least common 
denominator parent 1111 plus the 1134707 to get 
11111134707:

FIGS. 35 through 40 show and describe how the billing 
entity is generated using multiple Call Detail Records 
(CDR) as the source of data, (11) Leg A dials (12) Leg B and 
the call connects. (21-26) represent Wireless Network 
Access Points (XO) and (31-35) represent components of 
the system. Each network equipment generates a Call Detail 
Record once Leg A and Leg B disconnect the call. All calls 
have 2212 BST stamp; Phone calls that begin with 786 are 
Wireless in nature.

FIG. 35 is schematic representation of generating a cor
related CDR from an Intra NXX Wireless call. The (32) HQ1 
Vector 11348 owns the call and generates the Vector Result
ant CDR. 3 CDR must be correlated to make the billing 
entity by the call owner HQ1. Vector Magnitude looks like 
this 11348 HQ1 (32) Vector Owner; -03 Leg A Owner (31); 
-07 Leg B Owner (33); Tandem segment N/A left blank; 
221211348-03-07-########. To determine the Leg A sys
tem ID just add the least common denominator parent 
221211348 plus the 03 to get 22121134803. Leg B is 
221211348 plus 07 to get 22121134807:

FIG. 36 is a schematic representation of generating a 
correlated CDR from an Intra NPA Wireless call. The (32) 
HQ2 Vector 1134 owns the call and generates the Vector 
Resultant CDR. At least 3 CDR must be correlated to make 
the billing entity by the call owner HQ2. Vector Magnitude 
looks like this: 1134 HQ2 (32) Vector Owner; -803 Leg A 
Owner (31); -70F Leg B Owner (33); Tandem segment N/A 
left blank; 22121134-803-70F-########. To determine the 
Leg A system ID just add the least common denominator 
parent 22121134 plus the 803 to get 22121134803. Leg B is 
22121134 plus 70F to get 2212113470F:

FIG. 37 is a schematic representation of generating a 
correlated CDR from an Intra LATA Wireless call owner. 
The (33) HQ3 Vector 113 owns the call and generates the 
Vector Resultant CDR. At least 5 CDR must be correlated to 
make the billing entity by the call owner HQ3. Vector 
Magnitude looks like this: 113 HQ3 (33) Vector Owner; 
-4803 Leg A Owner (31); -1701 Leg B Owner (35; Tandem 
segment N/A left blank; 2212113-4803-1701-########. To 
determine the Leg A system ID just add the least common

7
denominator parent 2212113 plus the 4803 to get 1134803. 
Leg B is 2212113 plus 1701 to get 22121131701:

FIG. 38 is a schematic representation of generating a 
correlated CDR from an Intra Regional Wireless call owner. 
The (33) HQ4 Vector 11 owns the call and generates the 
Vector Resultant CDR. At least 5 CDR must be correlated to 
make the billing entity by the call owner HQ4. Vector 
Magnitude looks like this: 11 HQ4 (34) Vector Owner; 
-34803 Leg A Owner (31); -21105 Leg B Owner (35); 
Tandem segment N/A left blank;
221211 -34803-21105-########. To determine the Leg A 
system ID just add the least common denominator parent 
221211 plus the 34803 to get 22121134803. Leg B is 221211 
plus 21105 to get 22121121105:

FIG. 39 is a schematic representation of generating a 
correlated CDR from an Inter Regional Wireless call owner. 
The (33) HQ5 Vector 1 owns the call and generates the 
Vector Resultant CDR. At least 5 CDR must be correlated to 
make the billing entity by the call owner HQ5. Vector 
Magnitude looks like this: 1 HQ5 (33) Vector Owner; 
-134707 Leg A Owner (31); -211A03 Leg B Owner (35); 
Tandem segment If left blank;
22121-134707-211 A03-ff-########. To determine the Leg 
A system ID just add the least common denominator parent 
22121 plus the 134707 to get 22121134707. Leg B is 22121 
plus 211A03 to get 22121211 A03. This call uses the If 
Tandem route to connect Miami, Fla. and Atlanta, Ga.;

FIG. 40 is a schematic representation of generating a 
correlated CDR from an International Wireless call owner. 
The (33) HQ6 Vector 1 owns the call and generates the 
Vector Resultant CDR. At least 6 CDR must be correlated to 
make the billing entity by the call owner HQ6. Vector 
Magnitude looks like this: 2212 HQ6 (33) Vector Owner; - 
22121134707 Leg A Owner; Leg B segment N/A left blank; 
Tandem segment N/A left blank. Oil International prefix and 
### Country Code. To determine the Leg A system ID just 
add the least common denominator parent 2212 plus the 
1134707 to get 22121134707:

FIG. 41 through FIG. 43 represents long distance calls 
that can be Inter-ILEC HQ7, Intra-US HQ8 or Inter-USA 
HQ9 for Telco and Wireless calls. All the wireless calls Leg 
A start from 786 Dade County, Florida and have in FIG. 40 
Leg B 212 NYC, NY, and FIGS. 41-42 LAX, CA. In FIG. 
41 both Leg A and Leg B belong to the same Wireless 
network organization in this case Cingular controlled by a 
HQ8. In FIG. 40 both Leg A and Leg B belong to the same 
Wireless network organization in this case Cingular con
trolled by a HQ7, whereas in FIG. 42 Leg A belongs to 
Cingular and Leg B to Verizon controlled by a HQ9. 
Applying FIG. 19 guidelines calls that are HQ7 or greater 
must comply with the following:

1) Calls that are within the domain of an ILEC have a 
standard Vector CDR possessing Leg A, Leg B and Leg 
T as per U.S. Pat. No. 6,614,893.

2) When Leg A and Leg B belongs to the same (POP) the 
OUTBOUND and INBOUND information are 
included in the standard Vector CDR.

3) US National calls: ILEC to ILEC, ILEC to CLEC and 
ILEC to CLEC follow U.S. Pat. No. 6,614,893 meth
odologies, whereas BST 1111 HQ9 to HQ6 is implied 
for the national calls USA domain (1) USA East-West 
(1) USA East (1) BST Telco (1)

4) International Calls: HQ12 to HQ10 AAA for calls 
within World (A)—America (A)—North America (A)

5) BST Telco (1) for HQ6 only or 1111 when using HQ9 
to HQ6 nomenclature denotes that the half that is not 
owned by the ILEC is Telco.
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6) BST Wireless (2) for HQ6 or 1112 when using HQ9 to 
HQ6 nomenclature denotes that the half that is not 
owned by the ILEC is a Wireless network call.

7) BST Wireless Roaming (3) for HQ6 or 1113 when 
using HQ9 to HQ6 nomenclature denotes that the half 
that is not owned by the ILEC is a Wireless Roaming 
network call.

8) BST CLEC (4) for HQ6 or 1114 when using HQ9 to 
E1Q6 nomenclature denotes that the half that is not 
owned by the ILEC but instead by a CLEC Telco.

Applying FIG. 20 guidelines calls that are E1Q10 or 
greater must comply with the following:

1) A new bitmap field has an A for regular wireless calls, 
and B for hybrid roaming (tagging two long distance 
calls) or C for hybrid complex international calls (tag
ging three long distance calls).

2) E1Q7 to E1Q9 and Elybrid roaming wireless calls consist 
of Leg A, Leg B, Leg T, point C, point D, and Leg TC 
or Leg TD if required. Leg A to Point C. Leg A denotes 
the point of origin within the hierarchy of nodes. Point 
C consists of the network access point (NAP) that is 
used as a reference to detect and make the call valid. All 
calls that have a Leg A that is wireless have a point C 
that helps build the wireless network Vector of the Call.

3) Leg T is the lookup route within the network to tie Leg 
A and Leg B

4) HQ9 to HQ7 Outbound Calls have the following 
characteristics
XXXXX HQO Leg A
XXXXX HQx Point C point where the Wireless device 

is connected outside its NPA. Where x is a number 
between 0 and 6.

Leg TC is the lookup route within the network to tie 
Point C and Leg A.

5) HQ9 to HQ7 Inbound Calls have the following char
acteristics
####XXXXX HQO Leg B
####XXXXX HQx Point D point where the Wireless 

device is connected outside its NPA. Where x is a 
number between 0 and 6.

Leg TD is the lookup route within the network to tie 
Leg B and Point D.

6) Leg A is the OUTBOUND side of the long distance 
calls and possesses the Vector information up to the 
point of presence (POP).

7) Leg B is the INBOUND side of the long distance calls 
and possessed the Vector information up to the point of 
presence (POP).

8) HQ12 to HQ10 and Complex Hybrid roaming wireless 
calls consists of Leg A, Leg B, Leg T, Leg X, Leg Y, 
Leg Tex., and Leg TY.

9) HQ 12 to HQ 10 Outbound Calls have the following 
characteristics
AAA####XXXXX HQO Leg A place of billing origin. 
AAA####XXXXX HQO Leg X point where the Wire

less device is connected outside its NPA and makes 
a long distance call to other party. Leg X signifies the 
actual location outside the local NPA that the party 
attempting making the call is actual located within a 
global-geography Wireless Network.

Leg TX is the lookup route within the network to tie 
Leg A and Leg X.

10) HQ 12 to HQ 10 Inbound Calls have the following 
characteristics
AAA####XXXXX HQO Leg B place of billing desti

nation.

9
AAA####XXXXX HQx Leg Y point where the Wire

less device is connected outside its NPA and makes 
a long distance call to other party. Leg Y signifies the 
actual location outside the local NPA that the party 
receiving the call is actual located within a global- 
geography Wireless Network.

Leg TY is the lookup route within the network to tie 
Leg B and Leg Y.

11) Leg X is the OUTBOUND side of the long distance 
calls and possesses the Vector information up to the 
point of presence (POP) from the standpoint of the 
actual geographic location of the party attempting to 
make the call.

12) Leg Y is the INBOUND side of the long distance calls 
and possessed the Vector information up to the point of 
presence (POP) from the standpoint of the actual geo
graphic location of the party receiving the call.

13) Leg A is the OUTBOUND side of the long distance 
calls that has to be virtual created if necessary from 
NPA in the country of origin from the standpoint of the 
party attempting to make the call. Point of origin is 
necessary for final billing calculations.

14) Leg B is the INBOUND side of the long distance calls 
that has to be virtual created if necessary from NPA in 
the country of origin from the standpoint of the party 
receiving the call. Point of destination is necessary for 
final billing calculations.

15) HQ12 to HQ10 are billed from Leg Ato Leg B even 
though the call can be optimized by networks to only 
travel from Leg X to Leg Y which represent the actual 
geographical locations of the person making the call 
and the person receiving the call.

16) Three way calling follow Complex Hybrid roaming 
for HQ12 to HQ 10 calls, and Hybrid roaming for HQ9 
to HQ6 guidelines.

FIG. 41 is a schematic representation of generating a 
correlated CDR from an Inter ILEC Wireless call owner. The 
Cingular stamp is 2212. The (33) HQ7 Vector 221 owns the 
call and generates the Vector Resultant CDR. At least 5 CDR 
must be correlated to make the billing entity by the call 
owner HQ1 (31) that will be the primary choice to perform 
the task from the rated costs calculated by the HQ7. Vector 
Magnitude looks like this: 221 HQ7 (33) Vector Owner; - 
21134707 Leg AOwner (31); -43211A03 Leg B Owner (35); 
Tandem segment If left blank; 221 -21134707- 
43211A03-lf-########. To determine the Leg A system ID 
just add the least common denominator parent 221 plus the 
21134707 to get 22121134707. Leg B is 221 plus 43211A03 
to get 22143211 A03. This call uses the If Tandem route to 
connect Miami, Fla. and New York City, N.Y.;

FIG. 42 is a schematic representation of generating a 
correlated CDR from an Intra USA Wireless call owner. The 
Cingular common BST stamp is 2212 and PB stamp is 2284. 
The (33) HQ8 Vector 22 owns the call and generates the 
Vector Resultant CDR. At least 5 CDR must be correlated to 
make the billing entity by the call owner HQ1 (31) that will 
be the primary choice to perform the task from the rated 
costs calculated by the HQ8. Vector Magnitude looks like 
this: 22 Vector Owner; -121134707 Leg A Owner (31); - 
843211A03 Leg B Owner (35); Tandem segment If left 
blank; 22-121134707-843211A03-ff-########. To deter
mine the Leg A system ID just add the least common 
denominator parent HQ8 (33) 22 plus the 121134707 to get 
22121134707. Leg B is 22 plus 843211A03 to get 
22843211A03. This call uses the If Tandem route to connect 
Miami, Fla. and Los Angeles, Calif.;
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FIG. 43 is a schematic representation of generating a 
correlated CDR from an Inter USA Wireless call owner. The 
Cingular-BST stamp is 2212 and Verizon-PB is 2384. The 
(33) HQ9 Vector 2 owns the call and generates the Vector 
Resultant CDR. At least 5 CDR must be correlated to make 
the billing entity by the call owner HQ1 (31) that will be the 
primary choice to perform the task from the rated costs 
calculated by the HQ9. Vector Magnitude looks like this: 2 
Vector Owner; -2121134707 Leg A Owner (31); - 
3843211 A03 Leg B Owner (35); Tandem segment If left 
blank; 2-2121134707-3843211 A03-fff-001 -########. To 
determine the Leg A system ID just add the least common 
denominator parent HQ9 (33) 2 plus the 2121134707 to get 
22121134707. Leg B is 2 plus 3843211A03 to get 
23843211A03. This call uses the If (Cingular network) and 
001 (Verizon network) Tandem routes to connect Miami, 
Fla. and Los Angeles, Calif.;

FIG. 44 through FIG. 53 deal with calls that the person 
making the call is a subscriber of a Telco and the person 
receiving the call belongs to a Wireless network or vice 
versa. The mixed network calls follow the following guide
lines

Telco side of the call CO, TO, and POP
Wireless side has X or MCU (Mobile Control Unit) and 

XO or MTSO (Mobile telephone switching office).
Telco calls use 1111 for BST
Wireless calls use 2212
Telco/Wireless calls use 1112 for BST and 2211 for 

Cingular.
Telco/Roaming calls use 1113 for BST and 3211 for 

Cingular.
FIG. 44 is schematic representation of generating a cor

related CDR from an Intra NPA Telco/Wireless call. The 
BST-Cingular stamp is 1112. The Vector 11121134 owns the 
call and generates the Vector Resultant CDR. 4 CDR must 
be correlated to make the billing entity by the call owner 
HQ2. Vector Magnitude looks like this 11121134 HQ2 (32) 
Vector Owner; -803 Leg A Telco Owner (31); -70F Leg B 
Wireless Owner (33); Tandem segment N/A left blank; 
11121134-803-7OF—########. To determine the Leg A 
system ID just add the least common denominator parent 
HQ2 (32) 11121134 plus the 803 to get 11121134803. Leg 
B is 11121134 plus 70F to get 1112113470F:

FIG. 45 is schematic representation of generating a cor
related CDR from an Intra NPA Wireless/Telco call. The 
Cingular-BST stamp is 2211. The (32) HQ2 Vector 
22111134 owns the call and generates the Vector Resultant 
CDR. 4 CDR must be correlated to make the billing entity 
by the call owner HQ2. Vector Magnitude looks like this 
22111134 HQ2 (32) Vector Owner; -803 Leg A Wireless 
Owner (31); -70F Leg B Telco Owner (33); Tandem seg
ment N/A left blank; 22111134-803-7QF-########. To 
determine the Leg A system ID just add the least common 
denominator parent HQ2 (32) 22111134 plus the 803 to get 
22111134803. Leg B is 22111134 plus 70F to get 
2211113470F:

FIG. 46 is schematic representation of generating a cor
related CDR from an Intra LATA Telco/Wireless call. The 
BST-Cingular stamp is 1112. The Vector 1112113 owns the 
call and generates the Vector Resultant CDR. 6 CDR must 
be correlated to make the billing entity by the call owner 
HQ3. Vector Magnitude looks like this 1112113 HQ3 (33) 
Vector Owner; -4803 Leg ATelco Owner (31); -1701 Leg B 
Wireless Owner (33); Tandem segment N/A left blank; 
1112113-4803-1701 -########. To determine the Leg A 
system ID just add the least common denominator parent

11
HQ3 (33) 1U2113 plus the 4803 to get 1U21134803. Leg 
B is 1U2113 plus 1701 to get 11121131701:

FIG. 47 is schematic representation of generating a cor
related CDR from an Intra LATA Wireless/Telco call. The 
Cingular-BST stamp is 2211. The (33) HQ3 Vector 2211113 
owns the call and generates the Vector Resultant CDR. 6 
CDR must be correlated to make the billing entity by the call 
owner HQ3. Vector Magnitude looks like this 2211113 HQ1 
(31) Vector Owner; -4803 Leg A Wireless Owner (31); 
-1701 Leg B Telco Owner (33); Tandem segment N/A left 
blank; 2211113-4803-1701 -########. To determine the 
Leg A system ID just add the least common denominator 
parent HQ3 (33) 2211113 plus the 4803 to get 22111134803. 
Leg B is 2211113 plus 1701 to get 22111131701:

FIG. 48 is schematic representation of generating a cor
related CDR from an Intra Regional Telco/Wireless call. The 
BST-Cingular stamp is 1112. The (33) HQ4 Vector 111211 
owns the call and generates the Vector Resultant CDR. 6 
CDR must be correlated to make the billing entity by the call 
owner HQ4. Vector Magnitude looks like this 111211 HQ4 
(33) Vector Owner; -34803 Leg ATelco Owner (31); -21105 
Leg B Wireless Owner (33); Tandem segment N/A left 
blank; 111211 -34803-21105-########. To determine the 
Leg A system ID just add the least common denominator 
parent HQ4 (33) 111211 plus the 34803 to get 11121134803. 
Leg B is 111211 plus 21105 to get 11121121105:

FIG. 49 is schematic representation of generating a cor
related CDR from an Intra Regional Wireless/Telco call. The 
Cingular-BST stamp is 2211. The (33) HQ4 Vector 221111 
owns the call and generates the Vector Resultant CDR. 6 
CDR must be correlated to make the billing entity by the call 
owner HQ4. Vector Magnitude looks like this 221111 HQ4 
(33) Vector Owner; -34803 Leg A Wireless Owner (31); 
-21105 Leg B Telco Owner (33); Tandem segment N/A left 
blank; 221111 -34803-21105-########. To determine the 
Leg A system ID just add the least common denominator 
parent HQ4 (33) 221111 plus the 34803 to get 22111134803. 
Leg B is 221111 plus 21105 to get 22111121105:

FIG. 50 is schematic representation of generating a cor
related CDR from an Inter Regional Telco/Wireless call. The 
BST-Cingular stamp is 1112. The (33) HQ5 Vector 11121 
owns the call and generates the Vector Resultant CDR. 6 
CDR must be correlated to make the billing entity by the call 
owner HQ5. Vector Magnitude looks like, this 11121 HQ5 
(33) Vector Owner; -134707 Leg A Telco Owner (31); 
-211A03 Leg B Wireless Owner (33); Tandem segment N/A 
left blank; 11121-134707-211 A03-########. To determine 
the Leg A system ID just add the least common denominator 
parent HQ5 (33)11121 plus the 134707 to get 11121134707. 
Leg B is 11121 plus 211A03 to get 11121211A03:

FIG. 51 is schematic representation of generating a cor
related CDR from an Inter Regional Wireless/Telco call. The 
Cingular-BST stamp is 2211. The Vector 22111 owns the 
call and generates the Vector Resultant CDR. 6 CDR must 
be correlated to make the billing entity by the call owner 
HQ5. Vector Magnitude looks like this 22111 Vector Owner; 
-134707 Leg A Wireless Owner (31), -211A03 Leg B Telco 
Owner (33); Tandem segment N/A left blank; 
22111 -134707-211 A03-########. To determine the Leg A 
system ID just add the least common denominator parent 
HQ5 (33) 22111 plus the 134707 to get 22111134707. Leg 
B is 22111 plus 21111A03 to get 22111211 A03:

FIG. 52 is schematic representation of generating a cor
related CDR from an ILEC Telco/Wireless call. The BST- 
Cingular stamp is 1112. The (33) HQ6 Vector 1112 owns the 
call and generates the Vector Resultant CDR. 6 CDR must 
be correlated to make the billing entity by the call owner
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HQ6. Vector Magnitude looks like this 1112 HQ6 (33) 
Vector Owner; -1134707 Leg A Telco Owner (31); 
-1211A03 Leg B Wireless Owner (33); Tandem segment 
N/A left blank; 1112-1134707-1211 A03-########. To 
determine the Leg A system ID just add the least common 
denominator parent 1112 plus the 1134707 to get 
11121134707. Leg B is 1112 plus 1211A03 to get 
11121211 A03:

FIG. 53 is schematic representation of generating a cor
related CDR from an ILEC Wireless/Telco call. The Cingu- 
lar-BST stamp is 2211. The (33) HQ6 Vector 2211 owns the 
call and generates the Vector Resultant CDR. 6 CDR must 
be correlated to make the billing entity by the call owner 
HQ6. Vector Magnitude looks like this 2211 HQ6 (33) 
Vector Owner; -1134707 Leg A Wireless Owner (31); 
-1211A03 Leg B Telco Owner (33); Tandem segment N/A 
left blank; 2211-1134707-1211A03-########. To deter
mine the Leg A system ID just add the least common 
denominator parent 2211 plus the 1134707 to get 
22111134707. Leg B is 2211 plus 1211A03 to get 
22111211 A03:

FIG. 54 through FIG. 65 represents different HQ7 or 
greater USA domain calls. Some calls are connected via 
unknown 3rd party routes.

FIG. 54 is schematic representation of generating a cor
related CDR from an Inter ILEC Telco/Wireless call. The 
BST-Cingular stamp is 1112 and Cingular-Bell Atlantic is 
2214. The (33) HQ7 Vector 111/221 owns the call and 
generates the Vector Resultant CDR. 6 CDR must be cor
related to make the billing entity by the call owner HQ7. 
Vector Magnitude looks like this 111/221 Vector Owner; - 
21134707 Leg A Wireless Owner (31); -43211A03 Leg B 
Telco Owner (33); Tandem segment N/A left blank; 
111 /221 -21134707-43211A03-########. To determine the 
Leg A system ID just add the least common denominator 
parent 111/221 plus the 21134707 to get 11121134707. Leg 
B is 111/221 plus 43211A03 to get 21143211 A03:

FIG. 55 is schematic representation of generating a cor
related CDR from an Inter ILEC Wireless call. The BST- 
Cingular stamp is 1112 and Cingular-Bell Atlantic is 2213. 
The (33) HQ7 Vector 221/111 owns the call and generates 
the Vector Resultant CDR. 6 CDR must be correlated to 
make the billing entity by the call owner HQ7. Vector 
Magnitude looks like this 221/111 HQ7 (33) Vector Owner; 
-33211A03 Leg A Wireless Owner (31); -21134707 Leg B 
Telco Owner (33); Tandem segment N/A left blank; 
221/111 -33211 A03-21134707-########. To determine the 
Leg A system ID just add the least common denominator 
parent 221/111 plus the 33211A03 to get 2213321103. Leg 
B is 221/111 plus 21134707 to get 11121134707:

FIG. 56 is schematic representation of generating a cor
related CDR from an Inter ILEC roaming call. The BST- 
Cingular stamp is 1112 and Cingular-Bell Atlantic Roaming 
is 3213. The (33) HQ7 Vector 321/111 owns the call and 
generates the Vector Resultant CDR. 6 CDR must be cor
related to make the billing entity by the call owner F1Q7. 
Vector Magnitude looks like this 321/111 F1Q7 (33) Vector 
Owner; -33211A03 Leg A Wireless Owner (31); -21134707 
Leg B Telco Owner (33); Tandem segment N/A left blank; 
321/111 -33211 A03-21134707-########. To determine the 
Leg A system ID just add the least common denominator 
parent 321/111 plus the 33211A03 to get 32133211A03. Leg 
B is 321/111 plus 21134707 to get 11121134707:

FIG. 57 is schematic representation of generating a cor
related CDR from an Intra USA Telco/Wireless call. The 
BST-Cingular stamp is 1112 and Cingular-Pacific Bell is 
2384. The (33) F1Q8 Vector 11/23 owns the call and gener

13
ates the Vector Resultant CDR. 6 CDR must be correlated to 
make the billing entity by the call owner F1Q8. Vector 
Magnitude looks like this 11/23 F1Q8 (33) Vector Owner; - 
121134707 Leg A Wireless Owner (31); -843211A03 Leg B 
Telco Owner (33); Tandem segment N/A left blank; 11/23- 
121134707-843211A03-########. To determine the Leg A 
system ID just add the least common denominator parent 
11/23 plus the 121134707 to get 1U21134707. Leg B is 
11/23 plus 843211A03 to get 23843211 A03:

FIG. 58 is schematic representation of generating a cor
related CDR from an Inter USA Wireless call. The BST- 
Cingular stamp is 1112 and Cingular-Pacific Bell is 2384. 
The (33) HQ8 Vector 23/11 owns the call and generates the 
Vector Resultant CDR. 6 CDR must be correlated to make 
the billing entity by the call owner HQ8. Vector Magnitude 
looks like this 23/11 HQ8 (33) Vector Owner; -843211A03 
Leg AWireless Owner (31); -121134707 Leg B Telco Owner 
(33); Tandem segment N/A left blank; 23/11 -843211 A 03- 
121134707—########. To determine the Leg A system ID 
just add the least common denominator parent 23/11 plus the 
843211A03 to get 23843211A03. Leg B is 23/11 plus 
121134707 to get 11121134707:

FIG. 59 is schematic representation of generating a cor
related CDR from an Intra USA Roaming call. The BST- 
Cingular stamp is 1112 and Cingular-Pacific Bell roaming is 
3384. The (33) HQ8 Vector 33/11 owns the call and gener
ates the Vector Resultant CDR. 6 CDR must be correlated to 
make the billing entity by the call owner HQ8. Vector 
Magnitude looks like this 33/11 HQ8 (33) Vector Owner; - 
841125807 Leg A Wireless Owner (31); -121134707 Leg B 
Telco Owner (33); Tandem segment N/A left blank; 33/11 - 
841125807-121134707-########. To determine the Leg A 
system ID just add the least common denominator parent 
HQ8 (33) 33/11 plus the 841125807 to get 33841125807. 
Leg B is 33/11 plus 121134707 to get 11121134707:

FIG. 60 is a schematic representation of generating a 
correlated CDR from an Inter USA Telco/Wireless call. The 
3rd party BST-CLEC stamp is 4112 and the Cingular-Wire
less Stamp is 2384. The (33) HQ9 Vector 4/2 owns the call 
and generates the Vector Resultant CDR. 4 CDR must be 
correlated to make the billing entity by the call owner HQ9. 
Vector Magnitude looks like this 4/2 HQ9 (33) Vector 
Owner; -1121134707 Leg A by geographically approximat
ing the closest point of access Telco Owner (31); - 
3843211A03 Leg B Telco Owner (35); Tandem 
UNKNOWN; 4/2 plus 1121134707-
3843211A03 -UNKNOWN-########.

FIG. 61 is schematic representation of generating a cor
related CDR from an Inter USA Roaming call. The Cingular- 
BST roaming stamp is 3212 and Verizon-Pacific Bell roam
ing is 2384. The (33) F1Q9 Vector 3/2 owns the call and 
generates the Vector Resultant CDR. 6 CDR must be cor
related to make the billing entity by the call owner F1Q9. 
Vector Magnitude looks like this 3/2 F1Q9 (33) Vector 
Owner; -2121134707 Leg A Wireless Owner (31); - 
3843211 A03 Leg B Telco Owner (33); Tandem segment 
Ouchl; 3/2-2121134707-3843211 A03-Quch1 -########.
To determine the Leg A system ID just add the least common 
denominator parent HQ8 (33) 3/2 plus the 2121134707 to 
get 32121134707. Leg B is 3/2 plus 3843211A03 to get 
23843211A03:

FIG. 62 is schematic representation of generating a cor
related CDR from an Inter USA Wireless/Telco call. The 
BST-CLEC stamp is 1114 and Verizon-Pacific Bell is 2384. 
The (33) HQ9 Vector 2Z1 owns the call and generates the 
Vector Resultant CDR. 6 CDR must be correlated to make 
the billing entity by the call owner HQ9. Vector Magnitude
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looks like this 211 HQ9 (33) Vector Owner; -3843211A03 
Leg A Wireless Owner (31); -1131134707 Leg B Telco 
Owner (33); Tandem segment CLEC7; 2/1 -3843211 A 03- 
1141134707-CLEC7-########. To determine the Leg A 
system ID just add the least common denominator parent 
HQ9 (33) 2/1 plus the 3843211A03 to get 23843211A03. 
Leg B is 2/1 plus 1141134707 to get 11141134707:

FIG. 63 is schematic representation of generating a cor
related CDR from an Inter USA Roaming call. The Cingular- 
BST stamp is 3212 and Cingular-Pacific Bell is 3384. The 
(33) HQ9 Vector 3/3 simplified to 3 owns the call and 
generates the Vector Resultant CDR. 6 CDR must be cor
related to make the billing entity by the call owner HQ9. 
Vector Magnitude looks like this 3/3 or 3 HQ9 (33) Vector 
Owner; -2121134707 Leg A Wireless Owner (31); - 
3843211 A03 Leg B Telco Owner (33); Tandem segment 
Ouchl and Ouch2 3-2121134707-
3843211A03-Ouch 1 -Ouch2-########. To determine the 
Leg A system ID just add the least common denominator 
parent HQ9 (33) 3 plus the 2121134707 to get 32121134707. 
Leg B is 3 plus 3843211A03 to get 33843211 A03:

FIG. 64 is schematic representation of generating a cor
related CDR from an Inter ILEC Wireless/Telco call. The 
Cingular-BST stamp is 3213 and BST-CLEC is 4111. The 
(33) HQ9 Vector 321/411 owns the call and generates the 
Vector Resultant CDR. 4 CDR must be correlated to make 
the billing entity by the call owner HQ9. Vector Magnitude 
looks like this 321/411 HQ7 (33) Vector Owner; -31134707 
Leg A Wireless Owner (31); -111211A03 Leg B Telco 
Owner (33); Tandem segment CLEC 321/411-31134707- 
11211A03—CLEC-########. To determine the Leg A sys
tem ID just add the least common denominator parent 
321/411 plus the 31134707 to get 32131134707. Leg B is 
411 plus 11211A03 to get 41111211A03:

FIG. 65 is schematic representation of generating a cor
related CDR from an Inter USA Wireless/Telco call. The 
Cingular-Pacific stamp is 2384 and BST is 1112. The (33) 
HQ9 Vector 2Z1 owns the call and generates the Vector 
Resultant CDR. 4 CDR must be correlated to make the 
billing entity by the call owner HQ9. Vector Magnitude 
looks like this 211 HQ9 (33) Vector Owner; -3843211 A03 
Leg A Wireless Owner (31); -1121134707 Leg B Telco 
Owner (33); Tandem segment BSTOff 2/1-3843211 A03- 
1121134707-BSTOff-########. To determine the Leg A 
system ID just add the least common denominator parent 
HQ9 (33) 211 plus the 3843211A03 to get 23843211A03. 
Leg B is 2/1 plus U21134707 to get 11121134707:

FIG. 66 is schematic representation of generating a cor
related CDR from a Hybrid LATA Roaming call. The BST 
stamp is 1113 and Cingular-BST roaming is 3211 but HQ3 
calls are bound by U.S. Pat. No. 6,614,893 guidelines so 
only use BST Stamp. The (33) HQ3 Vector 1113113 or 113 
owns the call and generates the Vector Resultant CDR. 6 
CDR must be correlated to make the billing entity by the call 
owner HQ3. Vector Magnitude looks like this 113 HQ3 (33) 
Vector Owner; -4803 Leg A Wireless Owner (31); -1701 Leg 
B Telco Owner (33); Tandem segment BST0 IT 113-4803- 
1701-BSTOlf-########. To determine the Leg A system ID 
just add the least common denominator parent HQ3 (33) 113 
plus the 4803 to get 11131134803 or 1134803 Leg B is 113 
plus 1701 to get 1131701 or 32111131701.

FIG. 67 is schematic representation of generating a cor
related CDR from a Hybrid Intra Regional Roaming call. 
The BST stamp is 1113 and Cingular is 3211 but HQ4 calls 
are bound by U.S. Pat. No. 6,614,893 simplified guidelines 
so only use BST Stamp. The (33) HQ4 Vector 111311 or 11 
owns the call and generates the Vector Resultant CDR. 6
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CDR must be correlated to make the billing entity by the call 
owner HQ4. Vector Magnitude looks like this 11 HQ4 (33) 
Vector Owner; -34803 Leg A Wireless Owner (31); -21105 
Leg B Telco Owner (33); Tandem segment BSTOff 
11 -34803-21105—BSTOff-########. To determine the Leg 
A system ID just add the least common denominator parent 
11 plus the 34803 to get 11131134803 or 1134803 Leg B is 
11 plus 21105 to get 1121105 or 31111121105.

FIG. 68 is schematic representation of generating a cor
related CDR from a Hybrid Inter Roaming call. The BST 
stamp is 1113 and Cingular is 3211 but HQ5 calls are bound 
by U.S. Pat. No. 6,614,893 simplified guidelines so only use 
BST Stamp. The (33) HQ5 Vector 11131 or 1 owns the call 
and generates the Vector Resultant CDR. 6 CDR must be 
correlated to make the billing entity by the call owner HQ5. 
Vector Magnitude looks like this 1 HQ5 (33) Vector Owner; 
-134803 Leg A Wireless Owner (31); -211503 Leg B Telco 
Owner (33); Tandem segment BSTOff 1-134803-211503- 
BSTOff-########. To determine the Leg A system ID just 
add the least common denominator parent 1 plus the 134803 
to get 11131134803 or 1134803 Leg B is 1 plus 211503 to 
get 1211503 or 11131211503.

FIG. 69 is schematic representation of generating a cor
related CDR from a Hybrid Regional Roaming call. The 
BST stamp is 1113 and Cingular is 3211 but HQ6 calls are 
optionally bound by U.S. Pat. No. 6,614,893 simplified 
guidelines so only use BST Stamp. The (33) HQ6 Vector 
1113 or 1113/3211 owns the call and generates the Vector 
Resultant CDR. 6 CDR must be correlated to make the 
billing entity by the call owner HQ6. Vector Magnitude 
looks like this 1113 HQ6 (33) Vector Owner; 1113-1134803 
Leg A Wireless Owner (31); 1113-1211503 Leg B Telco 
Owner (33); Tandem segment Ouchl 
113-1134803-1211503-Ouch! -########. To determine the 
Leg A system ID just add the least common denominator 
parent HQ6 (33) 1113 plus the 1134803 to get 11131134803 
Leg B is 1112 plus 1211503 to get 11131211503.

FIG. 70 is schematic representation of generating a cor
related CDR from a Hybrid Intra USA Roaming call. The 
BST stamp is 1113 and Cingular-Pacific Bell (PB) is 3213. 
The (33) HQ7 Vector 111/321 owns the call and generates 
the Vector Resultant CDR. 6 CDR must be correlated to 
make the billing entity by the call owner HQ7. Vector 
Magnitude looks like this 111/321 HQ7 (33) Vector Owner; 
111/321-31134707 Leg A Wireless Owner (31); 111/321- 
33211A03 Leg B Telco Owner (33); Tandem segment If 
111/321-31134707-33211A03 -If—########. To determine 
the Leg A system ID just add the least common denominator 
parent 111/321 plus the 31134707 to get 11131134707 Leg 
B is 111/321 plus 33211A03 to get 32133211 A03.

FIG. 71 is schematic representation of generating a cor
related CDR from a Hybrid Intra USA Roaming call. The 
BST stamp is 1113 and Cingular-BST roaming is 3384. The 
(33) HQ8 Vector 11/33 owns the call and generates the 
Vector Resultant CDR. 6 CDR must be correlated to make 
the billing entity by the call owner HQ8. Vector Magnitude 
looks like this 11/33 HQ8 (33) Vector Owner; 11/33- 
131134707 Leg A Wireless Owner (31); 11/33-843211A03 
Leg B Telco Owner (33); Tandem segment bb for Cingular 
roaming 11 /33-131134707-843211 A03-hh~########. To 
determine the Leg A system ID just add the least common 
denominator parent HQ8 (33) 11/33 plus the 131134707 to 
get 11133211A03 Leg B is 11/33 plus 843211A03 to get 
33843211A03.

FIG. 72 is schematic representation of generating a cor
related CDR from a Hybrid Inter USA Roaming call. The 
BST stamp is 1113 and Cingular-PB (Pacific Bell) roaming
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is 3384. The (33) HQ9 Vector 1/3 owns the call and 
generates the Vector Resultant CDR. 6 CDR must be cor
related to make the billing entity by the call owner HQ9. 
Vector Magnitude looks like this 1/3 HQ9 (33) Vector 
Owner; 1/3-1131134707 Leg A Wireless Owner (31); 1/3- 
3843211 A03 Leg B Telco Owner (33); Tandem segment bb 
for Cingular roaming 1/3-1131134707-
3843211 A03-hh—########. To determine the Leg Asystem 
ID just add the least common denominator parent 1/3 plus 
the 1131134707 to get 11133211 A03 Leg B is 1/3 plus 
3843211A03 to get 33843211 A03.

FIG. 73 is schematic representation of generating a cor
related CDR from a Hybrid LATA Wireless/Telco call. The 
BST stamp is 1112 and Cingular-BST is 2211 but HQ3 calls 
are bound by U.S. Pat. No. 6,614,893 guidelines so only use 
BST Stamp. The (33) HQ3 Vector 1112113 or 113 owns the 
call and generates the Vector Resultant CDR. 6 CDR must 
be correlated to make the billing entity by the call owner 
HQ3. Vector Magnitude looks like this 113 HQ3 (33) Vector 
Owner; -1701 Leg A Wireless Owner (31); -4707 Leg B 
Telco Owner (33); Tandem segment BSTOlf 
2211-113-1701 -4707-BSTQff-######## or 113-1701-4707- 
BSTOlf-########. To determine the Leg A system ID just 
add the least common denominator parent HQ3 (33) 113 
plus the 1701 to get 22111131701 or 1131701 Leg B is 113 
plus 4707 to get 1134707 or 11121134707.

FIG. 74 is schematic representation of generating a cor
related CDR from a Hybrid Intra Regional Roaming call. 
The BST stamp is 1113 and Cingular-BST Roaming is 3211 
but HQ4 calls are bound by U.S. Pat. No. 6,614,893 guide
lines so only use BST Stamp. The (33) HQ4 Vector 111311 
or 11 owns the call and generates the Vector Resultant. CDR. 
6 CDR must be correlated to make the billing entity by the 
call owner HQ4. Vector Magnitude looks like this 11 HQ4 
(33) Vector Owner; -21105 Leg A Wireless Owner (31); 
-34707 Leg B Telco Owner (33); Tandem segment BSTOlf 
1113-11-21105-34707-BST0 ff-######## or 11-21105- 
34707-BSTOlf-########. To determine the Leg A system ID 
just add the least common denominator parent 11 plus the 
21105 to get IH31121105 or 1121105 Leg B is 11 plus 
34707 to get 1134707 or 11131134707.

FIG. 75 is schematic representation of generating a cor
related CDR from a Hybrid Inter Regional Roaming call. 
The BST stamp is 1113 and Cingular-BST Roaming is 3211 
but HQ5 calls are bound by U.S. Pat. No. 6,614,893 guide
lines so only use BST Stamp. The (33) HQ5 Vector 11131 or 
1 owns the call and generates the Vector Resultant CDR. 6 
CDR must be correlated to make the billing entity by the call 
owner HQ5. Vector Magnitude looks like this 1 HQ5 (33) 
Vector Owner; -211503 Leg A Wireless Owner (31); 
-134707 Leg B Telco Owner (33); Tandem segment BSTOlf 
1113-1-211503-134707-BST0 ff-########. To determine 
the Leg A system ID just add the least common denominator 
parent 1 plus the 211503 to get 11131211503 or 1211503 
Leg B is 1 plus 134707 to get 1134707 or 11131134707.

FIG. 76 is schematic representation of generating a cor
related CDR from a Hybrid ILEC Roaming call. The BST 
stamp is 1113 and Cingular-BST Roaming is 3211 but HQ6 
calls are bound by U.S. Pat. No. 6,614,893 guidelines so 
only use Cingular BST Stamp. The (33) HQ6 Vector 3211 
instead of 3211/1113 owns the call and generates the Vector 
Resultant CDR. 6 CDR must be correlated to make the 
billing entity by the call owner HQ6. Vector Magnitude 
looks like this 3211 HQ6 (33) Vector Owner; -1211503 Leg 
A Wireless Owner (31); -1134707 Leg B Telco Owner (33); 
Tandem segment BSTOff 3211-1211503.1134707-BSTOff- 
########. To determine the Leg A system ID just add the
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least common denominator parent HQ6 (33) 3211 plus the 
1211503 to get 32111211503 Leg B is 1113 plus 1134707 to 
get 1134707 or 11131134707.

FIG. 77 is schematic representation of generating a cor
related CDR from a Hybrid Intra USA Roaming call. The 
BST stamp is 1113 and Cingular-BST Roaming is 3213 the 
(33) HQ7 Vector 321/111 owns the call and generates the 
Vector Resultant CDR. 6 CDR must be correlated to make 
the billing entity by the call owner HQ7. Vector Magnitude 
looks like this 321/111 HQ7 (33) Vector Owner; -33211A03 
Leg A Wireless Owner (31); -31134707 Leg B Telco Owner 
(33); Tandem segment BSTOff 321/111-33211A03- 
21134707-BSTOff-########. To determine the Leg A sys
tem ID just add the least common denominator parent 
321/111 plus the 31134707 to get 32131134707 Leg B is 
321/111 plus 31134707 to get 11131134707

FIG. 78 is schematic representation of generating a cor
related CDR from a Hybrid Inter USA Roaming call. The 
BST stamp is 1113 and Cingular-Bell Atlantic Roaming is 
3213. The (33) HQ8 Vector 32/11 owns the call and gener
ates the Vector Resultant CDR. 6 CDR must be correlated to 
make the billing entity by the call owner HQ8. Vector 
Magnitude looks like this 32/11 HQ8 (33) Vector Owner; - 
133211A03 Leg A Wireless Owner (31); -131134707 Leg B 
Telco Owner (33); Tandem segment BSTOff 32/11- 
I33211A03-13.il 34707-BSTOff-########. To determine 
the Leg A system ID just add the least common denominator 
parent 32/11 plus the 133211A03 to get 32133211 A03 Leg 
B is 32/11 plus 131134707 to get 11131134707.

FIG. 79 is schematic representation of generating a cor
related CDR from a Hybrid Inter USA Wireless/Telco. The 
BST stamp is 1112 and Cingular-Bell Atlantic is 2384. The 
(33) HQ8 Vector 23/11 owns the call and generates the 
Vector Resultant CDR. 6 CDR must be correlated to make 
the billing entity by the call owner HQ8. Vector Magnitude 
looks like this 23/11 HQ8 (33) Vector Owner; -843211A03 
Leg AWireless Owner (31); -121134707 Leg B Telco Owner 
(33); Tandem segment BSTOff 23/11-843211A03- 
121134707-BSTOff-########. To determine the Leg A sys
tem ID just add the least common denominator parent 23/11 
plus the 843211A03 to get 23843211A03 Leg B is 23/11 
plus 121134707 to get 11121134707.

FIG. 80 is schematic representation of generating a cor
related CDR from a Hybrid Inter USA Roaming. The BST 
stamp is 1113 and Cingular-Bell Atlantic Roaming is 3384. 
The (33) HQ9 Vector 3/1 owns the call and generates the 
Vector Resultant CDR. 6 CDR must be correlated to make 
the billing entity by the call owner HQ9. Vector Magnitude 
looks like this 3/1 HQ9 (33) Vector Owner; -3843211A03 
Leg A Wireless Owner (31); -1131134707 Leg B Telco 
Owner (33); Tandem segment BSTOff 3/1-3843211A03- 
1131134707-BSTOff-########. To determine the Leg A 
system ID just add the least common denominator parent 
HQ 9 (33) 3/1 plus the 3843211A03 to get 33843211 A03 
Leg B is 3/1 plus 1131134707 to get 11131134707.

FIG. 81 is schematic representation of generating a cor
related CDR from a Hybrid Intra Continental Wireless/ 
Telco. The Worldwide Nextel is AAA. BST stamp is 1112 
and Bell Canada is 5211. The (33) HQ10 Vector AAA owns 
the call and generates the Vector Resultant CDR. 6 CDR 
must be correlated to make the billing entity by the call 
owner HQ10. Vector Magnitude looks like this AAA HQ10 
(33) Vector Owner; -52113211 A03 Leg A Wireless Owner 
(31); -52111134707 Leg B Telco Owner (33); Tandem 
segment BCOff and Nextell23 AAA-52113211 A03- 
11121134707-Nextel 123-BC0ff########. To determine the 
Leg A system ID just add the least common denominator
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parent AAA plus the 52113211A03 to get 
AAA52113211 A03 Leg B is AAA plus 1U21134707 to get 
AAA11121134707 or 11121134707.

FIG. 82 is schematic representation of generating a cor
related CDR from a Hybrid Intra Continental Wireless/ 
Telco. The Worldwide AT&T Wireless is ADA, BST stamp 
is 1112 and Bell Canada is 5211. The (33) HQ10 Vector 
ADA owns the call and generates the Vector Resultant CDR. 
6 CDR must be correlated to make the billing entity by the 
call owner HQ10. Vector Magnitude looks like this ADA 
HQ10 (33) Vector Owner; -52113211A03 Leg A Wireless 
Owner (31); -11121134707 Leg B Telco Owner (33); Tan
dem segment BCF00 and ATT777 ADA-52113211 A03- 
52111134707-ATT777-BCf 00########. To determine the 
Leg A system ID just add the least common denominator 
parent HQ 10 (33) ADA plus the 52113211A03 to get 
ADA52113211 A03 Leg B is ADA plus U121134707 to get 
ADAU121134707.

FIG. 83 is schematic representation of generating a cor
related CDR from a Hybrid Continental Wireless/Telco. The 
Worldwide Verizon Wireless is AGB. BST stamp is 1112 
and Telecom, Argentina is 7324. The (33) HQ11 Vector AG 
owns the call and generates the Vector Resultant CDR. 6 
CDR must be correlated to make the billing entity by the call 
owner HQ 11. Vector Magnitude looks like this AG HQ 11 
(33) Vector Owner; -B73241421 A03 Leg A Wireless Owner 
(31); -A11121134707 Leg B Telco Owner (33); Tandem 
segment TA1 and VerizonO AG-B73241421A03- 
ALLL21134707-TA1 -VerizonO########. To determine the 
Leg A system ID just add the least common denominator 
parent AG plus the B73241421A03 to get 
AGB73241421 A03 Leg B is AG plus A11121134707 to get 
AGA11121134707.

FIG. 84 is schematic representation of generating a cor
related CDR from a Hybrid Continental Wireless/Telco. The 
Worldwide Nextel Wireless is AAB. BST stamp is 1112 and 
Telecom, Argentina is 7324. The (33) HQ 11 Vector AA 
owns the call and generates the Vector Resultant CDR. 6 
CDR must be correlated to make the billing entity by the call 
owner HQ 11. Vector Magnitude looks like this A A HQ 11 
(33) Vector Owner; -B73241421 A03 Leg A Wireless Owner 
(31); -A11121134707 Leg B Telco Owner (33); Tandem 
segment TA1 and VerizonO A A-B73241421A03-
A11121134707-TA1 -VerizonO########. To determine the 
Leg A system ID just add the least common denominator 
parent AA plus the B73241421A03 to get 
A AB73241421 A03 Leg B is AA plus A11121134707 to get 
AAA11121134707.

FIG. 85 is schematic representation of generating a cor
related CDR from a Hybrid Inter Continental Wireless/ 
Telco. The Worldwide Verizon Wireless is AHA. BST stamp 
is 1112 and Telecom, Argentina is 7117. The (33) HQ12 
Vector A owns the call and generates the Vector Resultant 
CDR. 6 CDR must be correlated to make the billing entity 
by the call owner HQ12. Vector Magnitude looks like this A 
HQ12 (33) Vector Owner; -HA71173211 A03 Leg A Wire
less Owner (31); -GA11121134707 Leg B Telco Owner (33); 
Tandem segment ItaliaOl and VerizonOb A- 
HA71173211 A03-
GAU121134707-ItaliaOl-VerizonOb########. To deter
mine the Leg A system ID just add the least common 
denominator parent HQ 12 0331 A plus the HA71173211 A03 
to get AHA71173211A03 Leg B is A plus GA11121134707 
to get AGA11121134707.

FIG. 86 is schematic representation of generating a cor
related CDR from a Hybrid Continental Roaming. The 
Worldwide Nextel Wireless is AAB and the BST stamp is
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1112 and Telecom, Argentina is 7324. The (33) HQ12 Vector 
A owns the call and generates the Vector Resultant CDR. 6 
CDR must be correlated to make the billing entity by the call 
owner HQ12. Vector Magnitude looks like this A HQ12 (33) 
Vector Owner; -AB73241421 A03 Leg A Wireless Owner 
(31); -AA11121134707 Leg B Telco Owner (33); Tandem 
segment Arg03 and Nextel99 A-AB73241421A03- 
AA1LL21134707-Arg03 -Nextel99########. To determine 
the Leg A system ID just add the least common denominator 
parent HQ 12 (33) A plus the AB73241421A03 to get 
AAB73241421 A03 Leg B is A plus AA11121134707 to get 
AAA11121134707.

FIG. 87 is schematic representation of generating a cor
related CDR from a Hybrid Inter Continental Roaming. The 
Worldwide Verizon Wireless is AHA, the BST stamp is 1112 
and Telecom, Italia is 7117. The (33) HQ12 Vector A owns 
the call and generates the Vector Resultant CDR. 6 CDR 
must be correlated to make the billing entity by the call 
owner HQ12. Vector Magnitude looks like this A HQ12 (33) 
Vector Owner; -HA71173211 A03 Leg A Wireless Owner 
(31); -GA11121134707 Leg B Telco Owner (33); Tandem 
segment ItaliaOf and Verizon99 A-HA71173211 A03- 
GA1LL21134707-ItaliaOf-Verizon9 9########. To deter
mine the Leg A system ID just add the least common 
denominator parent HQ 12 (33) A plus the HA71173211A03 
to get AHA71173211 A03 Leg B is Aplus GA11121134707 
to get AGA11121134707.

FIG. 88 is schematic representation of generating a cor
related CDR from a Hybrid Inter Continental Complex. The 
Verizon-Europe Wireless is AHA. Nextel South America 
AAB. Telecom Italia is 7117. Telecom Argentina 7324. 
Verizon-BST 2312. and Nextel-Pacific Bell 2584. The (33) 
HQ 12 Vector A owns the call and generates the Vector 
Resultant CDR. 12 CDR must be correlated to make the 
billing entity by the call owner HQ12. Vector Magnitude 
looks like this A HQ12 (33) Vector Owner; - 
HA71173211A03 Leg A Wireless Owner (31); -
AB73241134707 Leg B Telco Owner 133VAA2312113590F 
Leg X Wireless Owner (34); -AA25841131201 Leg Y 
Wireless Owner (33); Tandem segment ItaliaOf and Veri- 
zon99 A-HA71173211A03-AB73241134707-
AA2312113590F-
AA25841131201 -Italia 123 -ArgOOf-VBST 1-NPB3 
########. To determine the Leg A system ID just add the 
least common denominator parent HQ 12 (33) A plus the 
HA71173211 A03 to get AHA71173211 A03 Leg B is Aplus 
AB73241134707 to get AGA73241134707. Leg X is A plus 
AA2312113590F to get AAA2312113590F. Leg Y is A plus 
AA25841131201 to get AAA25841131201.

FIG. 89 is a world domain chain of command to divide 
task specific international traffic. At the top HQ12 controls 
the entire World Domain traffic in particular multi-wireless 
traffic with roaming. HQ11 controls all Telco and Wireless 
Continental International traffic to divide North America and 
South America. HQ 10 manages and control Telco and 
Wireless Intra Continental International traffic to divide 
USA, Canada, and Mexico. Each HQ10 was a plurality of 
HQ9 consists of a plurality of National geographic-network 
Telco and Wireless traffic. That is further divided into 
Regions, LATA, NPA, NXX, XO (Wireless Traffic Network 
Access Points) and CO.

FIG. 90 The World scope Networks describes several 
parallel working Telco (10000) and Wireless (20000, 30000, 
40000) international carriers that have global network cov
erage. Where each Telco network is subdivided into a 
plurality of National long distance network such as (AT&T 
1000, MCI 5000, Sprint 9000) that national long distance
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traffic. In parallel the plurality of Wireless network cover 
global geographical-network configuration AT&T (11000, 
15000, 19000) and optionally Verizon (31000, 35000, 
39000), and Nextel Wireless (41000, 45000, 49000). These 
global networks and their subordinate national long distance 
networks are independent organizations with their own 
sovereignty.

FIG. 91 is a schematic sample South America Scope 
Network.

FIG. 92 is a schematic sample USA National Network.
FIG. 93 is a schematic sample Common Market Network.
FIG. 94 is a diagram that shows the Genesis Engine 

Architecture (100) as a Virtual Mirror Telecommunication 
Network of the SS7 packets (1000) of an existing Telco and 
Wireless Network (200) and processes the information in 
real time. The existing network has a plurality of data 
capture node (1-19) that read the information from Network 
Platform Equipment. This information is then sent to NPA 
nodes (21-28), LATA nodes (31-34), Regional Nodes 
(41-42) and the Central Mainframe to process (50) billing 
after all the CDR are matched and merged within 2 hours of 
a call being released at peak time traffic. Legacy Systems 
such as Telecom Italia might take 60 days to process said 
information, since billing is done by a 3rd Party.

FIG. 95 is a diagram that represents the basic node of the 
Genesis Engine, that is an Intelligent Central Office Switch 
or (CO). Intelligent Wireless Network Points of Access are 
(XO). From a Telco network that has 33 million subscribers 
and represent Local and Wireless services for the Bell South 
geographical area you need XO (1-711) and CO 
(1000-2439) to process all the information. Node (1000) for 
example represents a Central Office Switch that might have 
Wireless or Business and Residential lines. Based on the 
type of equipment the class 5 switches can have from 4000 
ports to 16,000 ports, and Wireless can have bundled con
figurations to cover 60,000 ports.

This node has all the wiring or the digital reception 
infrastructure to instantiate a call. Each system node can 
perform a mirror reflection of one or more class 5 switches 
and internally perform all the billing, fraud management, 
network traffic, fault management and identify what pattern 
of behavior each subscriber has that its owns by assignment 
or by physical owning POTS.

FIG. 96 is a diagram that shows in a SS7 or better network 
(100) each Intelligent Switch HQ0 (31-34) node (CO 
(11-14) or XO (21-24)) is continually scanning its assigned 
environment one or a plurality of class 5 switches. Each 
HQ0 node monitors the activities of all network platform 
equipment the following:

(A) Billing Inbound and Outbound traffic;
(B) Telco Network Services
(C) CO nodes determine the type of call as Local, Long 

Distance, or International.
(D) XO nodes determine the type of call as regular plan 

minutes, overtime minutes, long distance, international 
and roaming.

(E) Blocking illegal or fraudulent activities.
(F) Perform TQM monitoring provisioning, fault man

agement and network traffic. This information is noti
fied to the system (1000) Middle and Summit tier to 
create trouble tickets, identifying potential chum, meta
data, and ad hoc queries for senior management.

FIG. 97 shows what Intelligent Switch functionality is for 
each Class 5 Central Office (1) that connects calls with data 
and voice, and then creates a Call Detail Record (1000) from 
INBOUND and OUTBOUND calls made by one of its 
POTS. The infrastructure of the Telco Network Spaghetti is
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simplified by using 3D GIS mapping to virtual know where 
each equipment is located. Each CO (11) of the system then 
converts IAM, ACM, ANM and REL SS7 messages to create 
Vector CDR (2000). The Vector CDR has four main com
ponents

(A) Vector Owner.
(B) Leg A owner.
(C) Leg C owner.
(D) Tandem routes.
(E) Leg X Owner.
(F) Leg Y Owner.
(G) Complex Tandem routes.
FIG. 98 shows CO Spaghetti simplification where each 

Mobile Telephone Subscriber Office (1) connects calls with 
data and voice, and then creates a Call Detail Record (1000) 
from INBOUND and OUTBOUND calls made by one of its 
POTS. The infrastructure of the Wireless Network Spaghetti 
is simplified by using 3D GIS mapping to virtual know 
where each equipment is located by triangulating and 
approximating the origin and destination signal. Each XO 
(11) of the system then converts IAM, ACM, ANM and REL 
SS7 messages or Voice over IP messages to create Vector 
CDR (2000). The Vector CDR has four or eight main 
components (A) Vector Owner, (B) Leg A owner, (C) Leg B 
owner and (D) Tandem routes. Complex Vector CDR has 
eight components (E) Leg X Owner (F) Leg Y Owner (G-H) 
Complex Tandem routes.

FIG. 99 shows how to Simplifying a Telco Area Code to 
better control the flow of traffic and understand billing cost 
to each line, an Area Code geography (1000) is divided into 
six parts that is controlled by an Exchange or NXX. Two 
parts are residential; two are mixed neighborhoods and the 
remainder business areas. Each NXX has plurality of HQ0 
CO (1-36) and HQ1 (100-600) that have control of each 
subscribers POTS.

FIG. 100 shows how to Simplifying a Wireless NPA Area 
to better control the flow of traffic and understand billing 
cost to each line, an Area Code geography (1000) is divided 
into six MTSO. Each MTSO has plurality of XO cells site 
(1-36) that have control of a plurality of Mobile Transceiv
ers.

FIG. 101 is schematic representation of how by organiz
ing NXX Spaghetti Infrastructure (100) an Intelligent 
Switch controls the flow of traffic within Telco Exchange 
SONET. By receiving a copy of each SS7 packet (1000) the 
system is able to create a Virtual Reality mirror of the actual 
physical networks and replicate its associated environmental 
conditions. Each subordinate CO (11-16) controls one or a 
plurality of class 5 central office switches (A-I). Each 
subordinate CO controls one or a plurality of class 5 central 
office switches. For simplicity each HQ1 controls approxi
mately 250,000 ports.

FIG. 102 is schematic representation of how by organiz
ing NPA Spaghetti Infrastructure (100) an Intelligent Switch 
controls the flow of traffic within Telco Exchange SONET. 
By receiving a copy of each SS7 packet (1000) the system 
is able to create a Virtual Reality mirror of the actual 
physical networks and replicate its associated environmental 
conditions. Each HQ2 structure has several subordinate HQ 
with their corresponding CO (11-66) that controls one or a 
plurality of class 5 central office switches (A-I). Each 
subordinate CO controls one or a plurality of class 5 central 
office switches. For simplicity each HQ2 controls approxi
mately 1,000,000 ports.

FIG. 103 is a diagram of two Telco Rings (1000) using 
X.25, continuous bit rate (CBR), Frame Relay, variable bit 
rate (VBR) or asynchronous transfer mode (ATM) services
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which covers an Exchange or NXX and all its subscribers, 
that belongs to a Area Code or NPA (2000). The equipment 
controls all the POTS and its INBOUND and OUTBOUND 
traffic. Each subordinate CO controls one or a plurality of 
class 5 central office switches. For simplicity each E1Q1 
controls approximately 250,000 ports.

FIG. 104 is a diagram of two Wireless SONET rings 
(1000) using Switched Multimegabit Data Service (SMDS) 
or asynchronous transfer mode (ATM cell relay) or Syn
chronous transfer mode (STM) services which covers an 
Mobile Telephone Switch Office, with its corresponding Cell 
site and all its Mobile transceiver subscribers, that connect 
to Area Code or NPA (2000), which controls all the 
INBOUND and OUTBOUND traffic. Each subordinate XO 
controls one or a plurality of cell sites. For simplicity each 
F1Q1 controls approximately 500,000 weighted mobile 
transceivers.

FIG. 105 is schematic representation of a plurality point 
of presence that make a LATA Intelligent Telco Switch that 
controls the flow of traffic within a plurality of point of 
presence of belonging to several Area Codes SONET. A 
LATA consists of a plurality of point of presences and their 
associated NPA Area Codes. Each F1Q2 has several subor
dinate F1Q1 that controls one or a plurality of class 5 central 
office switches. For simplicity each F1Q3 controls approxi
mately 2,000,000 ports.

For example on F1Q2 can have control 305/786 Miami and 
561 West Palm Beach whereas a second F1Q2 can control 
321 Cape Canaveral, 407 Orlando and 954/986 Fort Lau
derdale. In reality these five area codes would be indepen
dent since within this LATA at least 5,000,000 subscribers.

FIG. 106 is schematic representation of a plurality point 
of presence that makes a LATA Intelligent Wireless Switch 
that controls the flow of traffic within several Wireless 
SONETS. Each F1Q2 has several subordinate F1Q1 that 
controls one or a plurality XO or MTSO switches. For 
simplicity each F1Q3 controls approximately 2,000,000 
mobile transceivers.

FIG. 107 is schematic representation of a plurality point 
of presence that makes a (Region) Multi LATA Intelligent 
Telco Switch that controls the flow of traffic within several 
Telco SONET. Each F1Q3 and F1Q2 subordinate has several 
subordinate F1Q1 that controls one or a plurality of class 5 
central office switches. For simplicity each F1Q4 controls 
approximately 4,000,000 ports.

FIG. 108 is schematic representation of a plurality point 
of presence that makes a (Region) Multi LATA Intelligent 
Wireless Switch that controls the flow of traffic within 
several Wireless SONET. Each subordinate F1Q3 and F1Q2 
has several subordinate F1Q1 that controls one or a plurality 
XO or MTSO switches. For simplicity each F1Q4 controls 
approximately 4,000,000 mobile transceivers.

FIG. 109 is schematic representation of a plurality point 
of presence that makes an ILEC Intelligent Telco Switch that 
controls the flow of traffic within several Telco SONET. 
Each F1Q4, F1Q3 and F1Q2 subordinate has several subordi
nate F1Q1 that controls one or a plurality of class 5 central 
office switches. For simplicity each F1Q5 controls approxi
mately 16,000,000 ports.

FIG. 110 is schematic representation of a plurality point 
of presence that makes a Multi ILEC Intelligent Wireless 
Switch that controls the flow of traffic within the area of 
several Wireless SONETS. Each subordinate F1Q4, F1Q3 and 
F1Q2 has several subordinate F1Q1 that controls one or a 
plurality XO or MTSO switches. For simplicity each F1Q5 
controls approximately 16,000,000 mobile transceivers.
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FIG. I l l  is schematic representation of a plurality Multi 

ILEC Intelligent Switch Wireless/Telco that makes up an 
ILEC region.

(A) F1Q5 consist of a plurality of Multi LATA Intelligent 
Telco Switches.

(B) F1Q5 consist of a plurality of Multi Wireless Switches 
LATA Intelligent

(C) F1Q6 consists of the merger of one or more indepen
dent and sovereign Wireless and Telco F1Q5.

(D) Each subordinate F1Q5, F1Q4, F1Q3 and F1Q2 has 
several subordinate F1Q1 that controls one or a plurality 
XO or MTSO switches. For simplicity each F1Q6 
controls approximately 32,000,000 mobile transceivers 
and Telco subscribers.

FIG. 112 is schematic representation of a plurality EAST 
USA Telco Switch that makes up a National region. F1Q7 
consist of a plurality of ILEC Regions Intelligent Switches 
such as EAST or WEST USA. Each subordinate F1Q6, F1Q5, 
F1Q4, F1Q3 and F1Q2 has several subordinate F1Q1 that 
controls one or a plurality XO or MTSO switches. For 
simplicity each F1Q7 controls approximately 64,000,000 
Telco.

FIG. 113 is schematic representation of a plurality EAST 
USA Wireless Switch that makes up a National region. F1Q7 
consist of a plurality of ILEC Regions Intelligent Switches 
such as EAST or WEST USA. Each subordinate F1Q6, F1Q5, 
F1Q4, F1Q3 and F1Q2 has several subordinate F1Q1 that 
controls one or a plurality XO or MTSO switches. For 
simplicity each F1Q7 controls approximately 64,000,000 
mobile transceivers.

FIG. 114 is a diagram of a National Telco Intelligent 
Switch that consists of the following:

(A) F1Q6 consist of a plurality of Telco ILEC Intelligent 
Switches.

(B) F1Q7 consist of a plurality of Telco Combined ILEC 
Intelligent Switches.

(C) HQ8 consists of the merger of EAST and WEST USA 
Telco or Wireless Intelligent Switches to cover the 
entire USA.

(D) Each subordinate HQ7, HQ6, HQ5, HQ4, HQ3 and 
F1Q2 has several subordinate F1Q1 that controls one or 
a plurality CO or Central Office class 5 switches. For 
simplicity each F1Q8 controls approximately 128,000, 
000 Telco.

FIG. 115 is a diagram of a National Intelligent Wireless 
Switch that consists of the following:

(A) F1Q6 consist of a plurality of Telco ILEC Intelligent 
Switches.

(B) F1Q7 consist of a plurality of Telco Combined ILEC 
Intelligent Switches.

(C) HQ8 consists of the merger of EAST and WEST USA 
Telco or Wireless Intelligent Switches to cover the 
entire USA.

(D) Each subordinate HQ7, HQ6, HQ5, HQ4, HQ3 and 
F1Q2 has several subordinate F1Q1 that controls one or 
a plurality XO or MTSO switches. For simplicity each 
F1Q8 controls approximately 128,000,000 Telco.

FIG. 116 is a diagram of a F1Q9 that controls Combined 
USA or National, which consists of the merger of one or 
more independent and sovereign Telco and Wireless 
National F1Q8.

FIG. 117 is a diagram of a F1Q10 that controls North 
America Telco, which consists of the merger of one or more 
independent and sovereign Telco Combined National F1Q9.
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FIG. 118 is a diagram of a HQ10 that controls North 
America Wireless, which consists of the merger of one or 
more independent and sovereign Wireless Combined 
National HQ9.

FIG. 119 is a diagram of a HQ11 that controls America 
Telco (the Continent), which consists merger of one or more 
independent and sovereign Telco Combined National HQ 10 
(North and South America).

FIG. 120 is a diagram of a HQ11 that controls America 
Wireless (the Continent), which consists merger of one or 
more independent and sovereign Wireless Combined 
National HQ10 (North and South America).

FIG. 121 is a diagram of a HQ12 a schematic of a plurality 
of HQ 11 Intelligent Telco/Wireless that make global regions 
or Combined World.

(A) HQ9 consists of the merger of one or more indepen
dent and sovereign Wireless and Telco National HQ8.

(B) HQ 10 consist of a plurality of Continental Regions 
Intelligent Switches

(C) HQ11 consist of a plurality of Inter Continental 
Intelligent Telco/Wireless Switches

FIG. 122 is a schematic representation of how the system 
is able to have network wide environment information. 
Starting from left a plurality of Central Office Switch 
performs a statistical analysis of their traffic that is outside 
the norm to their parent NXX nodes. Each NXX node from 
their own perspective does the same analysis and commu
nicates the results to the NPA. The process of moving 
information from a plurality of child nodes to the parent is 
continued until the summit tier is reached. Note if all the data 
is within the norm, the summit node will receive an empty 
message since there is no need to resubmit known informa
tion. Each node can send a plurality of different reports to the 
summit tier such as connection rates, error rates, faults, 
trunks bandwidth.

FIG. 123 is a graphical representation building a NXX 
bitmap file by allowing a plurality of Central Office Switches 
migrate several dimension of statistical information to NXX 
node. The NXX node analyzes, complies and normalizes the 
latest data. If any specific NXX bitmap field is beyond the 
norm it is notified otherwise the data is left blank.

FIG. 124 is a graphical representation building an ILEC 
bitmap file by allowing a plurality of Central Office 
Switches, Tandem Switches (NXX), Point of Presence 
(NPA), LATA and regions to migrate several dimension of 
statistical information to the summit tier. The ILEC node 
analyzes, complies and normalizes the latest data. If any 
specific ILEC bitmap field is beyond the norm it is notified 
otherwise the data is left blank.

FIG. 125 is a diagram that explains Updating Environ
ment Data that is sent by the system (100) to the summit tier 
(200). The summit tier analyzes information gathered by all 
the subordinates and compares the information against the 
Data Warehouse (300) against historical trends of similar 
conditions. Based on the results of the comparison the 
summit tier assigns priorities, resources, and environment 
traffic condition. Nodes in the system receive the ILEC 
bitmap or equivalent message via rearward chaining and can 
use the latest updates to make informed decisions.

FIG. 126 is a diagram that shows a Best Cost Routing 
Fishbone where the end user pays a flat fee of $0.09 per 
minute for long distance calls. In this example the system 
based on available resources must select the lowest cost 
circuit. In this case the system selects MCI at $0,025 per 
minute that has the lowest cost.

FIG. 127 is a diagram that shows a Least Cost Routing 
Fishbone where the ILEC pays a flat fee of $0,025 per
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minute for long distance traffic. In this example the system 
based on available resources must select the lowest cost 
circuit. In this case the system selects Sprint at $0,073 per 
minute that has the lowest cost to the customer.

FIG. 128 shows how the multi-tiered components work 
together to build a (100) supplier system. The system can be 
consists of the summit tier (141) Intelligent Data Warehouse 
that is parent of all the components. The middle tier 
(121-122) manages and controls all the activities for Tele
communications networks, and help the parent (141) com
ponent to coordinate, and manage all available resources. 
Each middle tier (121-122) manages multiple lower tier 
Intelligent Components (101-104). Any of these elements 
can perform syneigy (lateral and vertical) to finish pending 
tasks with unused bandwidth. Synergy consists of allowing 
components based on specified protocols to share the 
resources of lesser-taxed subordinates, group members or 
their parents. The supplier system (100) interacts with the 
environment in this case the Telecommunication Network 
and the 3rd parties it interact with; In essence the summit tier 
(141) updates the latest inventory information of supply, 
whereas the Genesis Engine Drone (101-104) are the work 
horse of the system that read, scan, detect, prime and convert 
information into environmental data, Vector CDR billing 
entities. Alternatively through the end users can interact with 
the system via the Internet.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE 
PREFERRED EMBODIMENTS

Reference is now made to the drawings, wherein like 
characteristics and features of the present invention shown 
in the various figures are designated by the same reference 
numerals.

As described in “Real Time Solutions for the Next Gen
eration Internet”, 2002© the Genesis Engine Architecture is 
parallel cluster computer system where each independent 
node is an Intelligent Component that possesses the follow
ing characteristics and functions:

The supplier system is compliant with the fundamental 
concepts to make it a Next Generation Internet application:

(1) Communications: “In order to clarify how the NGI 
works, the sender will be called client or Leg A and in most 
cases reflects an end user, member and/or subscriber con
necting to a supplier system. Whereas the receiver is the 
server or Leg B of a connected session, and is responsible to 
provide the highest levels of information, product qualify 
and services to all the suppliers Leg A and/or 3rd parties that 
actively participate with the supplier. The supplier is a 
corporate entity that is responsible for administrating, con
trolling and managing a next Generation Internet site that is 
responsible of delivering content, products and services to 
the consumer, while paying royalties to the copyright hold
ers and intellectual property owners. For the purposes of this 
book the transmission medium is any form of telecommu
nications cable, satellite, or wireless and the Internet.”

The traditional Internet is an open system that many 
experts says bring chaos and anarchy, whereas NGI uses 
client/server authentication, firewall, and snoop technology 
to identify each end users that interact with the system. It is 
mandatory to confirm the end user’s profile so that the 
system can know to which areas of the supplier system it 
may grant access.

(2) Language: The supplier system follows the client/ 
server system, where the Genesis Engine Architecture is the 
Server, and the end users Crusader Technology software are 
the clients. Today for example some companies are boosting
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that they are inventing faster file-sharing mechanisms, when 
we all know that the Record Industry Association sued a 
company like Napster and was able to force them to pay 
royalties to copyright holders. The significance of this 
lawsuit is a clear message from the courts that our society is 
based on law and order and not anarchy and chaos. Thus law 
and order in the Internet and international trade should be a 
key component when designing innovation for the next 
Generation Internet.

(3) Advanced Telecommunications Networks: this 
medium allows end users to interact with the supplier system 
in real time.

(4) Network Management: the ability to manage nodes 
and links to a network, this inventive system is a decentral
ized system that can work absent of a central mainframe. 
Thus each independent node controls a little part of the 
network and is responsible to assign, convert, delegate 
message that are within its network domain. For an example 
a server that controls all the end user in South Florida, is 
responsible of authenticating each end user at log time.

(5) Information Technology System: where system can be 
identified in one of three models:

First, Centralize Mainframes (Legacy Systems): system 
model around the need of a central processing unit that is 
responsible to performing all critical tasks. Note these 
systems do use subordinates to prime and preprocess infor
mation. Legacy Systems are based on Monitor Management 
methods and procedures that are based on classical central
ized mainframe preprogrammed batches.

Second, Distributive Computing (Modem Systems): Sys
tems of more than two computers that their main resources 
are distributed at different locations with one centralized 
resource being the parent mainframe server, responsible for 
updating and load balancing the content of the information. 
Clients are connected to the nearest available direct connec
tion. A network that has distributed data warehouse server 
architecture with all the information of an organization 
would require a client to have to login, and connect directly 
any of the regionally distributed servers to get or send 
information. Modern Systems are based on Reactive Man
agement methods and procedures that involve a plurality of 
software 3rd party packages that are optimized for the 
detection of a rapid response to new request or transaction 
from the environment as they occur in the network.

Third, NGI Distributed Systems: Systems of more than 
two computers clients and servers that the main resources 
are distributed at different locations with several centralized 
resources being the parent mainframe server, responsible for 
updating, loading and balancing the content of the informa
tion. Clients are connected to the nearest available direct 
connection and become available resources that the server 
can use. A network that has distributed supplier architecture 
with all the information of an organization would require a 
client and server to both login, to connect directly, and to 
control, manage and validate all the requests and responses 
to get or send information from the environment. Genesis 
Engine nodes are based on Proactive Management method 
and procedures that are able to interact with the environ
ment, and adjust according to change. The system behaves 
as an organism that does everything in its means to survive. 
Its Business Rules teach the organism that quality, reliability 
and speed of scanning, gathering, priming, distributing, and 
updating information in real time is the key to success. The 
system is based on simplification of the gather mechanism 
within a specific geographic area of the infrastructure so that 
the path of information as effective and efficient as possible.
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At the incipiency of each new detected activity from the 

environment the system follows the trajectory route from 
beginning to end. The node that is owner of the subscriber’s 
activities will decide the node will be responsible for gath
ering the information. This owner of call node will create a 
Vector CDR that will be updated as better information from 
the environment is obtained from other participating nodes. 
Once the call begins through dialing of digits the informa
tion is made available to the entire system.

To eliminate the problem of multiple protocols and manu
facturers incompatible or proprietary bitmapped data struc
tures, the system requires intellectual property owner to 
create a standard format interaction with the system remov
ing the legal barriers. A common language or lingua franca 
is vital so that nodes can communicate freely without been 
taxed with translations.

Modem Systems are based on Reactive Management 
methods and procedures that involve a plurality of software 
3rd party packages that are optimized for the detection of a 
rapid response to new request or transaction from the 
environment as they occur in the network.

(6) Computer Flardware: the system is derived of internal, 
audio and video, and output devices that allow the end user 
to better interact with the system.

(7) Data Warehouses (DW) and Total Quality Manage
ment (TQM) Laige organizations require laige physical data 
facilities to store all the information in databases. The Data 
Warehouse is an example of a large repository that stores 
standard and valid data that all the users of supplier can use. 
The Total Quality Management of the organization to 
improve the product, quality and service supplied to the 
consumer can use the information that is obtained from the 
data warehouses. Finally ad-hoc queries, data mining, pat
tern recognitions, and trend reports of the networks, internal 
and external environment help identify what satisfies the 
client and what products and services they value.

(8) Supercomputers (Mainframe and PC Based) Consist 
of very fast computers that are able to process substantial 
large amounts of data in real time and allow many users to 
have direct access to the information. There are three types 
of supercomputers:

First, Mainframe Supercomputer retrieves and stores all 
the information from one centralized location that is respon
sible for handling all the information.

Second, PC Based Supercomputer that consists of many 
clustered computers working together and using shared 
resources by using technologies such as Beowulf and Floard 
memory sharing. These supercomputers have all the infor
mation and task distributed amongst the available comput
ers. The attraction of the PC Based versus the mainframe 
supercomputer is that it cost about Vio and delivers the same 
processing power. The drawback is that PC computers are 
not well organized and robust as mainframes and are not 
designed to use all the available processing power, since the 
PC are sharing their resources. The more computers are 
linked together the more complex and inefficient the system 
becomes. Consequently, PC based Supercomputers required 
to be controlled and managed to be viable.

Third, Multi-tiered Parallel Clustered Supercomputer 
where each node is programmed to be part of a laiger 
collective that is a hierarchal in nature and has the 3D 
graphical representation of a pyramid that administers, con
trols, coordinates, manage, validates and verifies the flow of 
information. As information is scanned from the Telecom
munication network environment, messages are detected 
and each node is programmed with artificial intelligence to 
make decisions. Once a new message is detected from
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Platform Equipment a new Vector CDR is developed. By 
matching and merging the packets the system is able to 
determine the actual physical plot of the call through the 
network resources. Immediately the system places the low
est common denominator member of the hierarchy to control 
the activity. The Vector CDR consists of a plurality of call 
segments with carrier, cost, circuits, magnitude (Leg A and 
Leg B), switch manufacturer, trunks and vital switch infor
mation that are correlated into a multivariate equation with 
a bitmap or digital stamp so that nodes can dissemble the 
equation or pattern of a call into a simple data structure with 
several call segments.

This is done by organizing and simplifying the existing 
spaghetti infrastructure of the Telecommunication network 
equipment. As new data is received from the environment 
the system using logical Business Rules determine the node 
that control the activities or task.

Tasks are prioritized and synchronized by the node that is 
responsible for its execution. The system use management 
doctrines to the hierarchical structure to give each hierarchy 
managers or labor. By implementing the characteristics used 
by human within an organization to resolve a problem 
managers and labor can work as specialists or the manager 
can create a teams. As a guideline the node uses lateral 
synergy amongst sibling nodes, vertical synergy parent/child 
nodes or a combination of both when trying to obtain 
network wide statistical information.

(9) Multithreading Operating Systems and Beowulf clus
tered Supercomputers: system that allow true concurrent 
program execution and allow multiple computers to be 
connected together and share available resources to make an 
inexpensive and powerful system that solves resource-in- 
tensive and mission critical tasks.

(10) Geography: The system must be able to know where 
each end user is physical location.

(11) Real Time Solutions: This in a nutshell is the driving 
force behind entrepreneur taking the risks and often-tough 
scrutiny when creating Intellectual Property. When the 
entrepreneur wishes to sell their inventions for capital gain, 
then we have described the cornerstone in which Capitalism 
is based on. “The consumer demands in a market economy 
better products and services, and will ultimately reward 
those corporations and individuals that supply them.” (This 
text has been paraphrased from Classical Keynesian Econo
mists).

global Command Centre-international long distance
National Command Centre-national long distance net

work
ILEC Command Centre-local traffic network
Media Prophet regional tier
Genesis Engine local tier
Information Portal Server/Crusader Technology client 

software.
All the components work collectively and independently 

from each other, and still simultaneously perform the task 
analyzing, evaluating, gathering and processed information 
from the environment in real time or from the moment of 
incipiency of receiving the fuzzy logic piece of information 
that triggers new and updates pending activities or tasks.

An Intelligent component can programmed to belong any 
of the following multiple tiers.

(1) Each Intelligent Component is also an independent 
working entity.

(2) Genesis Drones: HQ2-HQ0 domain has control of all 
the users request and replies to the system.

29
Note: These servers coordinate and synchronize the entire 

billing, provisioning and TQM functionality request and 
replies.

The ability to interact with the human resources of the 
organization and supply them with a summary of all the data 
they have processed.

E1Q2, HQ1 and HQO are designed to remove redundancy 
and to locally correlate and update information.

They share resources with parent, peers, and subordinates 
(lateral and vertical synergy) so that the system does not tax 
the capacity of the existing network in real time.

They immediately create, plot and update purchase orders 
as soon as the first message of the call or transaction are 
scanned in the network.

Intelligent Data Warehouse HQ3-HQ5
Virtually simulate Domain, Regional and Summit tier 

members of the organization to reduce the need of having to 
rely on the centralized mainframe. The must only be syn
chronized once every cycle, and then they will act virtual 
servers to which they belong. They will send updates to the 
machines they are virtually simulating so that the actual 
servers can make the proper adjustments as if they had 
received the entire traffic of transaction themselves (local 
virtual instances of the organization).

To request to members of the same group any excess 
buffer resources to complete a task (lateral synergy).

To coordinate available resources and activities of any 
parent node and their subordinates to work as team to 
complete a task (vertical synergy).

Node can work together to behave as a single Intelligent 
Component entity (parallel clustered computers).

The intelligent components reflecting the input and output 
of information from the environment of a computer network 
system:

Collectively multiple Intelligent Components work 
together to parallels and simulated an existing organization 
that possesses a supply chain logistical network.

Each message is converted to a lingua franca standard so 
that all the Intelligent Components can communicate 
amongst themselves, members of the organization and sub
scribers.

The components send request and replies via forward and 
rearward chaining. The parent Intelligent Component con
trols the rate of messages within their own organization and 
the duration of a next cycle based pre-established human 
resources criteria.

HQ3 and higher are also Intelligent Data Warehouses 
perform data warehouse functions are programmed to moni
tor and control multiple nodes. They act as virtual simulation 
of the organization.

Virtual Reality Servers VRS2-VRS0 are specialized 
nodes that operate through MPORPG computer software. 
Crusader allows end user to interact with the supplier in 
standalone mode, or to interact with other users by using 
MPORRG software. The Virtual Reality Server and Cru
sader Technology paradigm deals with the ability to be able 
to interact with a 3D world supplier and perform live 
financial transaction, interact with individuals and/or virtual 
animated characters and the ability to listen and view 
merchandise and works of copyright holders. Virtual Reality 
Servers are an integrated part of the Genesis Engine archi
tecture clustered and connected together to model and 
recreate 3D Cyberspace Internet site. Crusader Technology 
computers also become part of the Genesis Engine Super
computer while the member logins to the supplier’s system.
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Immediately after, Media Prophet and Command Centre 
transfer subscribers with the latest billing information even 
tracking live call billing.

The Genesis Engine architecture is also responsible for 
physical and programmatically distributing available band
width and available HQO drones. The Genesis Engine Intel
ligent Components can work in any of the different func
tions:

First, Genesis Engine Soldiers HQ2-HQ0 are responsible 
for filtering, priming, and converting all messages into a 
lingua franca.

Second, Genesis Engine Leader is responsible for con
trolling, coordinating and managing all available resources 
within their level of Command and Control.

Third, Virtual Reality Server gives each subscriber an 
interactive 3D virtual Reality of the Customer Service 
Center for the Telecommunication organization.

Fourth, Virtual Reality Client is a 3D interactive computer 
program that allows the member to have the feeling that he 
or she is physically present in the real world.

Fifth, The Virtual Reality Server interface is responsible 
for updating the billing information of each subscriber on 
the fly. Calls that are active will be a best guess estimate, 
since formal rating occurs once the call disconnects and the 
network wide information is validated.

Sixth, the summit tier HQ6 and HQ 12 Intelligent Com
ponents after analyzing the latest traffic patterns determine 
routing Vectors for all request and replies, whether individu
ally or for clusters of transactions, from point A to point B 
and monitor and change the priorities as necessary to avoid 
a network trouble area or to maximize available bandwidth 
usage. Thus, network traffic is analyzed, and the latest 
working conditions, which contains the latest network rout
ing traffic patterns that the hive has chosen.

It is not obvious that a system in order to be a real time 
must also remove data redundancy, through a hierarchy of 
ownership that on its own identifies how the data feed is 
convert into real time primed technical and fundamental 
analysis patterns. Information System transactional statistics 
that are sent to the rest of the Intelligent Components to 
better optimize resources and available bandwidth. The 
lower management and platform foot soldiers tiers analyze, 
update, monitor, control, validate, verily and administer 
information on their own. This fact alone removes the need 
for a central mainframe and also reduces the raw workload 
and is not obvious in nature. This method, which removes 
redundant data at the point of attack and is what allows the 
system to be considered real time is the essence of the 
invention.

All the Intelligent Components coordinate their resources 
to function as a single unit. They process all the information 
forming a virtual instance organizational environment.

Where each Intelligent Component has is own location 
identification means, one said summit parent simulation 
computer being located at each of a plurality of subordi
nates. Depending on the size of the network the architecture 
of how computers are linked together might require a 
plurality of scopes each with its own parent and subordi
nates. For the purposes of this invention retail, wholesaler, 
supplier is available.

The system can have up to three concurrently working 
summit tiers

1) HQ6 for local and local long distance traffic
2) HQ9 for long distance traffic
3) HQ12 for international long distance
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Where said Intelligent Components Architecture provide 

such a computer network, which minimizes bandwidth 
usage by performing call routing calculations throughout the 
network.

They administer, coordinates, controls, mimics, and man
age the live network and also reflect a concurrent and 
parallel working simulation of the live network call routing 
activities and transactions

TQM functions make sure to predict when a customer 
becomes dissatisfied to immediately avoid chum.

The summit tier intelligent components update all of their 
subordinate components by sending only summarized infor
mation packets to its organizational subordinates. Conse
quently, these updates facilitate network wide information in 
real time to each intelligent component so that the decision 
or based on fact and not lookup tables or hard coded 
predefined routing patterns.

The intelligent component can avoid bottlenecks by tem
porarily avoiding bottlenecks finding and using available 
buffer resources by and reprogramming routing and trunk 
information to network equipment, once the human resource 
in charge gives permission. The system can only act on its 
own when the fault is serious enough to cause customer 
dissatisfaction and a human resource has not acted to the 
problem within the predefined time allocated for a response.

Where such a network system exists, which operates in 
conjunction, with available technology, so that existing 
equipment is not wasted and the cost of updating is mini
mized. Parent components are responsible for assigning 
tasks with time limitations to their subordinates.

The system can only place one Vector owner to a call. 
Unfortunately concurrently working Telco and Wireless 
global networks require the use of a hierarchy of nodes that 
allow rating of a billable call. The Vector owner is deter
mines by the lowest common denominator HQ node that 
process a specific task. For the 10% of calls that where not 
covered by the guidelines described in U.S. Pat. No. 6,614, 
893 that only describes HQ0-HQ5 for ILEC sized networks.

HQ6 match and merge all the Telco and Wireless calls that 
occur within an ILEC or a plurality of defined LATA and/or 
NPA.

HQ7 match and merge all the Telco and Wireless calls 
within each of its HQ6 such East or West USA long distance 
traffic.

HQ8 match and merge all the Telco and Wireless calls 
within each of its HQ7 such USA long distance traffic.

HQ9 matches and merges all the Telco and wireless calls 
within each of its HQ8, which consists of a nation or 
plurality of nations such US national domain.

HQ10 matches and merges all the Telco and wireless calls 
within each of its HQ9, which consists of a continent such 
as North America domain.

HQ11 matches and merges all the Telco and wireless calls 
within each of its HQ 10, which consists of a plurality 
continent such as Europe/Africa domain.

HQ12 matches and merges all the Telco and wireless calls 
within each of its HQ11, which consists of all the continents 
such as World domain.

Ideally once the Vector Owner information for HQ5 or 
more has been gathered and the correlation has been 
executed, the system will assigned the Leg A owner as the 
call owner.

VRS 2 to 0 broadcast to the end users the latest informa
tion that was derived by the Genesis Engine. The VRS 
possess a clone copy of the subscribers that each Crusader 
Technology is watching. When a change is identified the 
system automatically updates each end users using a reverse
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Ad Hoc Query mechanism, this is done to save considerable 
bandwidth that redundant query makes. Another advantage 
is that each server sends the information as soon as the 
supplier system has enough resources. Different versions of 
the software may exist based on the needs of each user. 
Furthermore, Crusader Technology is not a blind dummy 
that follows the trends obtained by the Genesis Engine; it 
uses the latest primed patterns of behavior to better identify 
conditions that the end user has customized. The end user 
customizations made to the software as data feed informa
tion and patterns of behavior are updated consist of the key 
decision making component. The computer responsibility is 
to read through the mountains of information, and give them 
to the end users the latest and most accurate billing infor
mation, product and service.

Wireless Networks switches differ from traditional Telco 
subscriber infrastructure. In order to converge the most 
amount of potential users to a specific data signal transmis
sion center where microwave signals are received and the 
converted to light for distribution to the final destination. 
Monitoring directly a specific Central Office switch a CO 
node has been eliminated and instead several HQO nodes has 
been placed in the Tandem Access Areas XO node that 
monitor and control all the subscribers that that have wire
less access to a specific network access point. Based on the 
inherit weakness that classical Telco switches possess that 
require direct cabling connectivity, which limits the sizes of 
Central Office switch to 16,000 subscribers. Multi signaling 
transfer points to Transfer Point access allows SS7 packets 
and a greater concentration of wireless end users that allows 
a cluster of nodes to handle 50K rural areas to 600K 
downtown areas. For this reason a cellular phone is directly 
assigned to an originating Number Plan Area so that any of 
the XO nodes can validate and verify any subscriber that 
belongs to a wireless network. Furthermore when multiple 
instances of wireless networks exist within the same NPA 
geographical boundary, the system will keep track of each 
competitor’s mobile subscriber list.

Furthermore, the system will create a cost efficient 
method for determining the tandem cost from point X to 
point Y, to outbound link Leg A to a network and the inbound 
link from a network when a call connects. The system will 
simplify cost from point X to point Y with a specific cost. 
The computer does a summation of all the Vector compo
nents of the call to determine the total network cost, and the 
billable cost to the subscriber.

Wireless call that are outside of the local range are 
considered long distance and must confirmed to connect 
directly to the network or roaming charges apply. When a 
subscriber belongs to the system all the roaming criteria for 
wireless plans can be transmitted to any node that requires 
knowing if a roaming charge is applicable. When a sub
scriber is programmed to a network the number and its 
information is tagged to one member of each of the XO node 
within a NPA. When the Vector owner is determined and the 
call is long distance the Vector CDR will have the roaming 
information handy. Once the Vector CDR and all the corre
lation have been calculated the HQ owner can assign the task 
of database insertion and monitoring of the call to the lowest 
subordinate available, preferring to use Leg A when the call 
originates from a subscriber of the network. Leg B is used 
when Leg A belongs to a 3rd party Telecommunications 
network. When both Leg A and Leg B subscribers do not 
belong to Telecommunication network once again Leg A is 
preferred to assist the Vector Owner in processing the 
transaction. If the lowest denominator is HQ2 or greater, 
these nodes can use vertical synergy to have a child node that
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is not part of the call to handle the call. The system will try 
to find the node that has the closest geographic access point 
to existing networking equipment.

The system in order to stop clogs and bottlenecks based 
on large network traffics, will move calls down in the 
hierarchy to HQO that have buffer resources. Once the call 
is terminated the acting Vector node notifies the real owner 
that the call has terminated. Upon receiving notification 
from the subordinate that the call has disconnect the Vector 
CDR owner terminates the call internally for billing pur
poses and knows how to retrieve the call information when 
required for later use.

When a HQ6 or greater identify that a wireless call is long 
distance within another NPA will assign the Leg A owner 
that connected the call to the wireless network to make the 
billing with appropriate billing information as determined by 
the Vector owner. Thus a person from Los Angeles 405 ### 
#### is in Miami and calls some from Miami 305 ### #### 
The Leg A XO node that originally detected the call will bill 
the call upon receiving the information of the HQ8 that 
monitors and controls traffic between USA East and USA 
West. If the call was determined to have roaming charges the 
call will be owned by the HQ8 or HQ9 based on pre 
configured decision of the system. HQ5 and HQ6 local, HQ8 
and HQ9 long distance and HQ1 and HQ12 international 
calls are hierarchy levels that work collectively to resolve 
the traffic within their scope. After all the centralized feature 
of a system can be minimized but not eliminated in its 
entirety with network burden cost. HQ6, HQ9 andHQ12 can 
acts as a final centralized mechanism even though they 
belong to a system. Alternatively the HQ6, HQ9 and HQ12 
only work during specific conditions triggered by peak time 
traffic allowing the system to still work absent of a central 
mainframe.

When a HQ10 or greater identifies that a wireless inter
national call where Vector owner, Leg A and Leg B are 
different. The Vector owner of the most common network 
applies. Ex to people with Nextel worldwide services one 
from Japan and another from England both are in Miami, 
and call each other the call is considered an American call 
even though Leg A is in Asia, and Leg B is in Europe. The 
HQ12 can assign any node in any continent, but since both 
subscribers are in the USA (point C and point D) the system 
will prefer to use a node that is within the American network. 
The assigning of acting Vector CDR owners is based on 
available buffer resources and the node with point C and 
point D that has the most available resources to handle the 
call. In this case the US network was only used for transport. 
HQ5 nodes do the same when a call uses an ILEC and the 
Leg A and Leg B subscribers belong to CLEC. The ILEC 
network is only used for transport purposes.

At different HQ levels within the supplier system, the 
nodes will gather information of their subordinates to deter
mines based on the latest environment information and 
historical trends what is the what is the mostly traffic pattern. 
Once this information is derived the system can also corre
late case by case each subordinate node to verily their 
working conditions. The system will use demographic data, 
network equipment such as business, residential or wireless 
lines and network integrity to make decision on how to 
adjust the behavior of the subordinates and better adapt to 
the present conditions. Ideally the summit tier creates a 
logical hexadecimal bitmap that is stored in a HDTV screen 
shoot that consists of a multi dimensional group of data sets 
where the first dimension can include for example overall 
connection rate, error rate, fault rate, total international, 
local, local long distance, long distance, roaming, and
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hybrid, and complex calls. The second dimension can 
involve all the INBOUND and OUTBOUND information of 
a specific carrier with all the network traffic statistics. The 
third route can include Best Cost Routing, Least Cost 
Routing, and Best Connection Rate Routing, Least Connec
tion Rate Routing from point X to Y.

Once each node receives via the Satellite transmission a 
copy of the latest HDTV screen shot in effect the simulating 
computer of the network platform equipment can now make 
human weighted decisions. As noted before Network Plat
form Equipment has been design to connect as effective and 
efficient as possible INBOUND and OUTBOUND circuits 
when subscribers place calls. Unfortunately, these expensive 
equipments have no clue what so ever of resource manage
ment of available network resources, clogged routes and 
network wide method for reserving system resources.

The System
This system expands from the limitations of U.S. Pat. No. 

6,614,893 that made specific emphasis of self-contained 
single Telco ILEC network such as Bell South Telecommu
nications. This new system can perform the same activities 
and new method as described in this document for a plurality 
of concurrently working autonomous and competing World
wide Telco and/or Wireless networks.

Voice over IP at the back end is still a classical call using 
SS7 packets and thus is redundant and behaves in the same 
manner as Wireless calls.

The essential element from which the system is con
structed is a pair of network links that belongs to the 
Supercomputer (100), which monitors and controls the 
Telecommunication network, represented in FIG. 2 as (1) 
Inbound messages and (2) Outbound messages from the 
environment (50), meeting at a junction point in the form of 
an organization that has external contact with the outside 
world via the Internet. The Supercomputer is divided into 
several tiers for better distribution and efficiency of the 
workload. The system (100) includes the summit tier (141) 
Intelligent Data Warehouse that is parent of all the compo
nents. The middle tier (121-122) manages and controls all 
the activities for the supplier system Telco and/or Wireless 
network, and helps the parent (141) component to coordi
nate, and manage all available resources. Each middle tier 
(121-122) manages multiple lower tier Intelligent Compo
nents (101 104). Each element can perform the following

Receive and send messages and transactions for all the 
activities performed by human resources and end users 
that interface with the system (100).

Update all end users that communicate with the system 
with the environmental bitmap files.

Ability and merge hybrid calls that are half Telco and half 
Wireless network calls.

Ability to bill complex call that consists of dynamic calls 
made by two wireless telephones where the call physi
cal originates and terminates in a third country alter
natively using a plurality V d party network to connect.

Intelligent Components have a hierarchical structure level 
that explains their interaction with human resources, net
work platform equipment and their scope of influence. For 
example Summit and Middle Tier nodes interact with all the 
customers. The system monitors the Telecommunication 
network, and can interact with the outside world environ
ment preferably via the Internet. Whereas a simple supplier 
system specific nodes can monitor and controls the flow of 
new data feed from the information. HQ0-HQ12 nodes 
monitor the environment but from a different perspective. 
Subordinate nodes are the workhorses that do most of the
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intensive processing power activities and forward chain the 
results to their superior. When the HQ12 processes a corre
lation it obtains from its HQ9 and all of its subordinates HQ6 
to HQO the latest preprocessed Real Time Primed Data that 
has the network integrity and environmental conditions 
patterns available. By using the Real Time Bitmap Files 
parent nodes without doing any further calculation of the 
tasks done by its subordinates can now concentrate in 
correlating and validating the information of its subordi
nates. Upon a successful approval the information is notified 
to both the Summit tier so that they update their local copy 
of the end users portfolio and then distribute the latest 
information in the most efficient and effective manner to use 
available throughput.

Thus, not all the Intelligent Components are identical 
even though they have the same intrinsic characteristics and 
functions. The higher level an Intelligent Component is 
within the organization gives the more authority, power and 
responsibility.

Each CO of the system simplifies all the wiring and mess 
that a Telecommunications network has into a simple block. 
This block takes care of processing all the activities of each 
subscriber of the assigned CO and its subscribers. Then the 
system and its software create a virtual instance of the 
organization that behaves as mirror reflects, simplifies and 
transforms the complex infrastructure into a pyramid struc
ture that has harmony, balance and proportion. These sub
ordinate nodes representing the organization may use pre- 
established directives given to them by their corresponding 
hive supervisor that has delegated their authority and 
responsibility within the hierarchy to perform proactive 
management activities such as fraud blocking. For example 
a network has a major system failure and end users are 
unable to communicate with the rest of the organization to 
get the client’s account information. The main system will 
request the summit tier to have the exact client’s HQO node 
where all the activities are stored to create anew ad hoc 
account information and to synchronize the faulty nodes. 
Once the network communication is restored the client’s 
HQO nodes notifies its supervisors of all their activities and 
then each supervisor reviews the activities validated to 
update end users interactions. The Intelligent Component 
interacts amongst each other until all the information has 
been successfully updated and validated.

Referring generally to FIG. 2, the present system (100) 
consists of a basic element Intelligent Component that 
belongs to larger system that has a plurality of these units. 
Collectively all of these nodes working in parallel are 
interlinked as a hierarchy and including parent and junction 
point simulation computers (141) summit tier and (121-122) 
middle tier, respectively, dedicated computers (101-104) 
lower tier, which are also known as Genesis Engine drone, 
for performing specific tasks and to provide processing 
power and still others at the peak of the command hierarchy 
to synchronize and delegate tasks among the various inter
linked elements with continuous automatic reevaluation and 
redirection in real time. A parent computer (141) may be one 
computer or multiple computers working together in parallel 
using Beowulf-like technology, and this system (100) takes 
advantage of this technology to make supercomputers at a 
very low cost. In this way, these smaller simulation com
puters are spread throughout the network to better manage 
inbound (1) and outbound (2) messages that interact with the 
environment (50) preferably the Internet.

The supplier system network is divided broadly at certain 
junction points into geographic regions by continent, group 
of countries, countries, and national geographical subdivi
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sion for purposes of redundancy. The system must always is 
considered of independent working blocks that must be 
organized in an hierarchical structure to build a pyramid 
system so that parent/children nodes can enjoy the benefits 
to a well balanced supercomputer or parallel clustered 
architecture.

The Intelligent Components (141) monitor activity and 
buffer levels the securities brokerage network (51) and to 
make decisions which shunt resources from others 
(101 104) or (121-122) having larger buffers to process the 
activity. Furthermore, it is the task of the system (100) to 
define, which activities or messages are good, and which are 
redundant thus rendering them as obsolete. The hive super
computer network (100) also saves bandwidth by making 
these requests and replies with the simulation child com
puters (101-104) at each junction point and sending only 
information about the result of each decision to a parent 
computer (121-122) or grand parent (141) within the simu
lation hierarchy, rather than sending all of the redundant 
information involved making each decision. Consequently 
each child (101-104) only sends a summary of all the 
processed activities.

System (100) integrity is monitored for rapid detention of 
malfunctions, so that proactive preventative maintenance is 
provided, thereby minimizing downtime. In this way, the 
inventive expert system intelligent components network 
(101 141) combines synergistically to minimize system 
(100) downtime, and cost. This permits the Supercomputer 
(100) to monitor and control the available equipment and 
human resources, to increase processing power, to minimize 
bandwidth usage, to permit forward and rearward chaining 
to maximize efficiency in organizational network computer 
operation and to permit real time environmental bitmap file 
statistics, financial information, raw data CDR and Vector 
CDR Data. The processing power and range of functions of 
the supercomputer is greater than the sum of the processing 
powers and range of functions of each individual computer 
making up the system.

The architecture consists of a multiple tier hierarchy of 
components, which is also used to determine ownership and 
scope of the transaction. F1Q3 to F1Q12 are IDW (Intelligent 
Data Warehouses) whereas F1Q0 to F1Q2 are Intelligent 
Components.

a) Summit Tier: HQ12, F1Q9 and or F1Q6 depending on 
the size of the network that communicates with the outside 
world of the organization via the Internet.

Coordinates the subscriber software driven request.
Analyzes, gathers, identifies consumer personal informa

tion and purchasing patterns of behavior.
Allows an organization to have a personalized yet secure 

interaction with the public.
Manages end users’ requests and reply, while determining 

what they value and controls the TQM functions.
b) Middle Tier subordinates controls all the resources of 

the Telecommunication organization preferably at the LATA 
and NPA level. Note: the system can allow multiple Tele
communications to participate with the same system net
work. The system is an open system that permits each 
Telecommunication network to have its own proprietary and 
licensed version of the technology. These elements also 
coordinate the interaction of the end users and are respon
sible of disseminating the latest information. This “inverted 
or reverse” ad hoc query does not hog the resources of the 
network, since the system build the report on its own, by 
summarizing the reports of its subordinates and then sends 
to the user. Furthermore, the nodes can request subordinate
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nodes via vertical synergy to take over the resource intensive 
tasks of the dissemination process.

Manages the interaction and information exchanged via 
the Internet.

Merges multiple end users requests as one avoid making 
redundant message that burden the system unnecessar
ily.

Allow multiple Telecommunications network organiza
tions to have their engineers, customer service repre
sentative, specialists and proprietary software to inter
act with the system and their own network.

c) The summit tiers controls all the resources of its 
subordinates and give values to Best Cost Routing and Least 
Cost Routing based on money resources or barter. These 
elements gather information, and study patterns of purchas
ing and production behavior and faults and then make on 
their own ad hoc optimized logistics reports that are submit 
to the managers of the carrier organizations. This informa
tion is rearward chain to all of its subordinates, so that each 
Intelligent Component has a clear and distinct understanding 
of what is going on the environment via this preprocessed 
information, and can concentrate in performing their 
assigned task.

Summit tier performs the final approval of Real Time 
global Environmental Bitmap Files.

Assigns routing resources by geographical area, and give 
instructions of how to determine the best routes, and 
how to instruct F1Q0 to update Central Office Switch to 
changing trucking rules on the fly.

Notifies all subordinates with latest volatility and market 
conditions so that each node has a full knowledge of 
what is going on in the environment.

d) Middle tiers controls all the resources received from a 
given geographical network LATA or Region. These ele
ments gather information, and study patterns of calls behav
ior and faults and then make on their own ad hoc optimized 
logistics reports that are submit to the managers of the 
Telecommunications organizations. This information is rear
ward chain to all of its subordinates, so that each Intelligent 
Component has a clear and distinct understanding of what is 
going on the environment via this preprocessed information, 
and can concentrate in performing their assigned task.

Middle tiers perform the final approval of Real Time 
regional Environmental Bitmap Files.

Based on the order of the summit tier assigns routing 
resources by geographical area, and give instructions of 
how to determine the best routes, and how to instruct 
F1Q0 to update Central Office Switch to changing 
trunking rules on the fly.

Notifies all subordinates with latest volatility and market 
conditions so that each node has a full knowledge of 
what is going on in the environment.

e) “Genesis Engine Drone”: F1Q0 to F1Q2
Process all the lingua franca messages and converts them 

in primed data that has fundamental and technical 
analysis patterns.

Each F1Q0 assigns a time stamp and unique Social Secu
rity identification to each message.

Makes request to the system databases to update end users 
software with usable information.

Receives continuous updates from higher members of the 
hierarchy to receive network conditions, summit tier 
angry customers, F1Q12, F1Q9 or F1Q6 domain level, 
F1Q4 regional, and F1Q2 local level alerts, priority 
levels, optimal mini and maxi cost for routing, and 
system failures. Since, F1Q0 know exactly what is 
going on the organization network they remove the
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need of a centralized mainframe and are qualified to 
approve calls on their own.

System Business Rules

This is the scope of each HQ of the hierarchy:
HQ 12 Combined plurality of sovereign global Networks
HQ 11 Continental Network
HQ 10 Continental Region Network
HQ9 Combined plurality of sovereign National Networks
HQ8 National Network
HQ7 National Regional Network
HQ6 Combined ILEC and Wireless Network
HQ5 ILEC
HQ4 Regions
HQ3 LATA Infrastructure
HQ2 NPA Infrastructure
HQ1 NXX Infrastructure or Cell Site
HQO CO Infrastructure
Rule 0: Genesis Engine Drones or HQ0-HQ2 receives the 

raw feeds from the network platform equipment immedi
ately via SS7 packets and after delay of several minutes 
CDR. The node scans through the data using a filtering 
mechanism to identify each call or Central Office Switch 
message.

Its converts the information into a format that any node 
can understand (lingua franca) and converts it into a mes
sage with a predefined data structure.

Rule 1: Genesis Engine Drones determines via a look up 
table the HQO responsible for analyzing a given call and 
immediately assign a call owner. HQO forward chain the 
message to the call owner that creates a new transaction 
message that has as a basis a SSN that includes the security 
seven digit alpha numeric codes, time stamp, owning node. 
A new transaction is built once the Genesis Engine Drone 
gathering information has enough updates that are signifi
cant from the environment to justify an event. Whenever the 
latest analyzed justifies an event a new environment Bitmap 
File is generated.

Rule 2: The Summit creates an environment Bitmap File 
message that includes variables reflecting current conditions 
for each market as reported by each of it subordinate. This 
node updates each of its subordinates with the system 
condition variables via a rearward chaining message. This 
message environment message based on the volume will 
remain in force until its replacement is received. The Sum
mit Tier by default synchronizes the system every minute. If 
the Summit Tier evaluates the environment conditions and 
finds no distinct changes it will wait. During Peak hours of 
volume the maximum wait is two minutes, during non peak 
hours it is five minutes even when no environment change 
are justified think of it as network integrity pulse.

Rule 3: Once the environment message is broadcast to the 
entire hierarchy each Genesis Engine Drone to Middle Tier 
possesses the latest quantified and qualified environment 
condition information that is rich with carrier capacity, least 
cost routing, faults, etc. Each node uses the appropriate 
information to make its own decision to use its resources to 
an optimal without fear of become clogged from failing to 
prepare and plan how to execute (proactive management).

Rule 4: Capturing an echo of the messages of the Tele
communications is the mirror of data. The hierarchical 
manner in which the system has to be organized the net
works activities with redundancy is the pyramid. The system 
or pyramid handles all the activities of the environment and 
over time request for reserves in the form of additional nodes 
to balance the system where potential clogs might exist.
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Rule 5: Each HQO analyzes the data derived from the 

Central Office Switch and all of its subscribers. The system 
tries to plot the exact location of each subscriber within the 
infrastructure using GIS (X, Y, and Z) coordinates. Wireless 
subscribers are triangulated to the nearest Cell Site or 
network point of access. This real time environmental infor
mation is updated to parent when required. The SSN has the 
call owner, Leg A, Leg B, Leg X, Leg Y and Tandem A, B, 
X, Y to name a few info and is sent to the. Each HQO can 
monitor several CO if necessary and is the basis for a system 
block.

Rule 6: Each HQ1 analyzes and then correlates the 
information received by its subordinates. Based on the 
broader analysis of its subordinates and activities within the 
NXX (Exchange), the HQ1 can reevaluate the NXX Bitmap 
File and assign values for different conditions and update the 
statistical trend modeling information. Each HQ1 monitors 
several HQO blocks to simplify an Exchange infrastructure. 
The SSN has the HQ0-HQ1 info and notifies the appropriate 
HQ2.

Rule 7: Each HQ2 analyzes and then correlates the 
information received by its subordinates. Based on the 
broader analysis of its subordinates and activities within the 
NPA (Number Plan Area), the HQ2 can reevaluate the NPA 
Bitmap File and assign values for different conditions and 
update the statistical trend modeling information. The SSN 
has that has the subordinate HQ info and also notifies its 
parent HQ3. Each HQ2 monitors several HQ1 with their 
subordinates to simplify an Area Code infrastructure. The 
SSN has the HQ0-HQ2 info and notifies the appropriate 
HQ3.

Rule 8: Each HQ3 analyzes and then correlates the 
information received by its subordinates. Based on the 
broader analysis of its subordinates and activities within the 
LATA, the HQ3 can reevaluate the LATA Bitmap File and 
assign values for different conditions and update the statis
tical trend modeling information. The SSN has that has the 
subordinate HQ info and also notifies its parent HQ4. Each 
HQ3 monitors several HQ2 with their subordinates to sim
plify an LATA infrastructure. The SSN has the HQ0-HQ3 
info and notifies the appropriate HQ4.

Rule 9: Each HQ4 analyzes and then correlates the 
information received by its subordinates. Based on the 
broader analysis of its subordinates and activities within the 
region, the HQ4 can reevaluate the Regional Bitmap File 
and assign values for different conditions and update the 
statistical trend modeling information. The SSN has that has 
the subordinate HQ info and also notifies its parent HQ5. 
Each HQ4 monitors several HQ3 with their subordinates to 
simplify a Regional infrastructure. The SSN has the 
HQ0-HQ4 info and notifies the appropriate HQ5.

Rule 10: Each HQ5 analyzes and then correlates the 
information received by its subordinates. Based on the 
broader analysis of its subordinates and activities within the 
ILEC, the HQ5 can reevaluate the ILEC Bitmap File and 
assign values for different conditions and update the statis
tical trend modeling information. The SSN has that has the 
subordinate HQ info and also notifies its parent HQ6. Each 
HQ5 monitors several HQ4 with their subordinates to sim
plify an ILEC infrastructure. The SSN has the HQO -HQ5 
info and notifies the appropriate HQ6.

Rule 11: Each HQ6 analyzes and then correlates the 
information received by its subordinates. Based on the 
broader analysis of its subordinates and activities within the 
combined ILEC network, the HQ6 can reevaluate the Com
bined Network Bitmap File and assign values for different 
conditions and update the statistical trend modeling infor
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mation. The SSN has that has the subordinate HQ info and 
also notifies its parent HQ6. Each HQ6 monitors a plurality 
of HQ5 with their subordinates to simplify a Combined 
Network infrastructure. The SSN has the HQ0-HQ6 info 
and notifies the appropriate HQ7. Telco/Wireless calls that 
have roaming charges are controlled by this node. The HQ6 
can delegate ownership of a call to the lowest common 
denominator node for Leg A and Leg B preferably the HQO 
that owns Leg A.

Rule 12: Once a Vector CDR has been correlated with all 
its components via lateral and vertical synergy can delegate 
ownership to another node that has available resources. The 
node that performs the acting as Vector Owner sends the 
information to the true call owner once the transaction is 
completed and available resources permit the data migra
tion.

Rule 13: Each HQ7 analyzes and then correlates the 
information received by its subordinates. Based on the 
broader analysis of its subordinates and activities within the 
National Region, the HQ7 can reevaluate the Combined 
Network Bitmap File and assign values for different condi
tions and update the statistical trend modeling information. 
The SSN has that has the subordinate HQ info and also 
notifies its parent HQ7. Each HQ7 monitors a plurality of 
HQ6 and HQ5 with their subordinates to simplify a National 
Regional Network infrastructure. The SSN has the 
HQ0-HQ7 info and notifies to the appropriate HQ8 and 
HQ9. The HQ7 can delegate ownership of a call to the 
lowest common denominator node for Leg A and Leg B 
preferably the HQO that owns Leg A.

Rule 14: Each HQ8 analyzes and then correlates the 
information received by its subordinates. Based on the 
broader analysis of its subordinates and activities within the 
Nation for example USA, the HQ8 can reevaluate the 
Telco/Wireless Network Bitmap File and assign values for 
different conditions and update the statistical trend modeling 
information. The SSN has that has the subordinate HQ info 
and also notifies its parent HQ9. Each HQ8 monitors a 
plurality of HQ7 with their subordinates to simplify a 
National Regional Network infrastructure. The SSN has the 
HQ0-HQ8 info and notifies to the appropriate HQ9. The 
HQ8 can delegate ownership of a call to the lowest common 
denominator node for Leg A and Leg B preferably the HQO 
that owns Leg A.

Rule 15: Each HQ9 analyzes and then correlates the 
information received by its subordinates. Based on the 
broader analysis of its subordinates and activities within the 
Combined Nation for example USA Telco/Wireless, the 
HQ9 can reevaluate the USA Network Bitmap File and 
assign values for different conditions and update the statis
tical trend modeling information. The SSN has that has the 
subordinate HQ info and also notifies its parent HQ9. Each 
HQ9 monitors a plurality of HQ8 with their subordinates to 
simplify a Combined Telco/Wireless National Network 
infrastructure. The SSN has the HQ0-HQ9 info and notifies 
to the appropriate HQ 10. The HQ9 can delegate ownership 
of a call to the lowest common denominator node for Leg A 
and Leg B preferably the HQO that owns Leg A.

Rule 16: Each HQ 10 analyzes and then correlates the 
information received by its subordinates. Based on the 
broader analysis of its subordinates and activities within the 
Continental Region for example North America Telco/Wire
less networks, the HQ10 can reevaluate the North America 
Network Bitmap File and assign values for different condi
tions and update the statistical trend modeling information. 
The SSN has that has the subordinate HQ info and also 
notifies its parent HQ11. Each HQ 10 monitors a plurality of
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HQ9 with their subordinates to simplify a Continental 
Regional Network infrastructure. The SSN has the 
HQ0-HQ10 info and notifies to the appropriate HQ 10. The 
HQ 10 can delegate ownership of a call to the lowest 
common denominator node for Leg A and Leg B preferably 
the HQO that owns Leg A.

Rule 17: Each HQ 11 analyzes and then correlates the 
information received by its subordinates. Based on the 
broader analysis of its subordinates and activities within the 
Continent for example America Telco/Wireless networks, 
the HQ11 can reevaluate the America Network Bitmap File 
and assign values for different conditions and update the 
statistical trend modeling information. The SSN has that has 
the subordinate HQ info and also notifies its parent HQ12. 
Each HQ 11 monitors a plurality of HQ 10 with their subor
dinates to simplify a Continental Regional Network infra
structure. The SSN has the HQ0-HQ11 info and notifies the 
both the appropriate HQ11. The HQ 11 can delegate owner
ship of a call to the lowest common denominator node for 
Leg A and Leg B preferably the HQO that owns Leg A.

Rule 18: The Summit tier HQ 12 analyzes and then 
correlates the information received by its subordinates. 
Based on the broader analysis of its subordinates and 
activities within the World for example global Telco/Wire
less networks, the HQ12 can reevaluate the World Network 
Bitmap File and assign values for different conditions and 
update the statistical trend modeling information. The SSN 
has that has the subordinate HQ info and also notifies its 
parent HQ12. Each HQ 12 monitors a plurality of HQ11 with 
their subordinates to simplify a Continental Network infra
structure. The SSN has the HQ0-HQ11 info and stores a 
copy in a redundant Data Warehouse. The HQ12 can del
egate ownership of a call to the lowest common denominator 
node for Leg A and Leg B preferably the HQO that owns Leg 
A.

Rule 19: All forward chain messages that belong to a 
system time cycle will be updated during the following time 
segment. Genesis Engine Drone instantiates new message 
notifications of changes in the environment that must trans
mitted up the chain of command until the summit tier is 
reached. HQ2+ that detect significant changes in the envi
ronment can also create environmental Network Bitmap 
Files rearward messages that can warns subordinates of 
immediate changing conditions of traffic patterns.

Rule 20: Employees of the Telecommunications networks 
can also request and make change in the environment that 
are based on the human’s experience or knowledge of Y d 
party network conditions and will force all subordinate 
nodes to obey the commands. For example, for at least the 
next five minutes reroute all MCI calls to the Least Cost 
Route since the traffic will be down. After the five minutes 
the supplier system will check the traffic, once test calls are 
completed the end user will be notified that the MCI is once 
again operation. The end user can request further delay or 
approve traffic.

Rule 21: HQ5 analyzes the patterns of the outside envi
ronment and coordinate available resources to maximize 
throughput to give end users the best response time to any 
interaction.

Rule 22: HQ8 analyzes the patterns of the outside envi
ronment and coordinate available resources to maximize 
throughput to give end users the best response time to any 
interaction.

Rule 23: HQ 11 analyzes the patterns of the outside 
environment and coordinate available resources to maxi
mize throughput to give end users the best response time to 
any interaction.
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Rule 24: HQ6+ informs all the subordinate nodes with the 
current conditions of the plurality of Telecommunications 
networks that are participating with the system.

Rule 25: Summit tier informs all the subordinate nodes of 
resource usage of the Virtual Reality World and assigns 
primary, secondary and tertiary node servers to each end 
user when at login.

Rule 26: HQ5+ is responsible for updating each end 
user’s account information as transactions or updates are 
received from the plurality of Telecommunications. The HQ 
node will send the message to the controlling NPAnode that 
will reroute to the HQO block that owns the subscriber’s 
account information.

Rules 27 Genesis Engine Drone Nodes can block up to 
50% of available resources for data mediation and creating 
billing entities during a given time cycle.

Rule 28 Genesis Engine Drone Nodes can block up to 
20% of available resources for network trending and statis
tical calculations during a given time cycle.

Rule 29 Genesis Engine Drone Nodes can block up to 
10% of available resources to respond to end user requests 
calculations during a given time cycle.

Rule 30 Parent nodes can increase any one of the 
resources described Rules 27-29 by 5%.

Rule 31 Grandparent can increase any one of the 
resources described Rules 27-29 by 5%.

Rule 32 Summit tier or HQ5+ can increase any one of the 
resources described Rules 27-29 by 10%.

Rule 33 HQ1 to HQ3 can perform tactical decision bitmap 
Files that can be updated every 5 seconds. HQ1 or NXX 
represents Vwo while a HQ2 or NPA Vio of a percent of the 
network and HQ3 or LATA represents 1% of the act the 
entire traffic of the network. Notwithstanding for local and 
isolated problems these HQ can possess all the necessary 
subordinates and subscribers to make decisions with certi
tude.

Rule 34 HQ4 to HQ6 can perform hybrid decision bitmap 
Files that can be updated every 15 seconds. HQ4 or ILEC 
region represents 2-5% while a HQ5 and HQ6 or ILEC 
combined Telco/Wireless network represents 5-10% of the 
act the entire traffic of the network. Notwithstanding for 
regional problems these HQ can possess all the necessary 
subordinates and subscribers to make decisions with certi
tude.

Rule 35 HQ7 to HQ9 can perform hybrid decision bitmap 
Files that can be updated every 30 seconds. HQ7 or East or 
West USA represents 15-30% while a HQ8 and HQ9 or 
USA combined Telco/Wireless network represents 35-50% 
of the act the entire traffic of the network. Notwithstanding 
for Continental problems these HQ can possess all the 
necessary subordinates and subscribers to make decisions 
with certitude.

Rule 36 HQ10 to HQ12 can perform strategic decision 
bitmap Files that can be updated every 60 seconds. HQ 10 or 
America represents 50-67% while a HQ10 and HQ12 or 
global combined Telco/Wireless network represents 100% 
of the act the entire traffic of the network. Empty messages 
are sent every minute if no significant change in the envi
ronment has been detected, and based on traffic conditions 
mandatory updates can be sent to synchronize all nodes to 
work in unison.

Rule 37 small countries can be bound by an HQ3 such as 
Guatemala, whereas medium countries within an ILEC 
region or HQ6 such as Argentina and large countries such as 
the USA within a HQ9 and global networks with HQ12 
configuration. The scope decision has to be done based on 
throughput and available resources. Note some summit tier
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can behave in dual capacity if necessary, for example HQ12 
can act as HQ 12 and HQ11. As designed HQ12-HQ11, 
HQ9-HQ8, HQ6-HQ5 can be simplified by dual capacity 
nodes, The HQ12, HQ9 and HQ6 are nodes that are designed 
to resolve the roaming issues and handle calls that enter and 
exit the network in transit that quickly become complex 
issues, thus the additional nodes are cost justified since they 
add significant throughput and simplify the process of 
correlating billing entities in real time.

Rule 38 local calls in the United States nodes rating 
residential and business calls must apply Universal Service 
Order Code (USOC) constraints when rating. Each node 
when creating a billing segment trajectory must associated 
specific billable USOC constraints and then notify node the 
call owner.

EXAMPLES 

Example 1

New information is received from the mirror echo of SS7 
packets and the system immediately detects the changes. 
From FIG. 128 the supplier system receives the information 
from the Genesis Engine Drones and begins to convert the 
raw data into a Vector CDR and HQx Bitmap Files by 
applying the performing continual statistical checks against 
historical and system projected environmental conditions. 
HQO begin the process of forward chaining messages that 
are significant. The forward chaining of messages goes up 
the ladder of the hierarchy until a significant change is 
detected. At this point the HQ node that detects the abrupt 
changes in the environment can make and raise a warning 
flag that will modify the way subordinates nodes make their 
decisions, while continuing the process of forward chaining 
the message until the summit tier HQ is reached. To avoid 
unnecessary usage of resources messages superior nodes can 
notify only specific conditions in small streams of messages 
instead of one large bitmap stream since this method is 
faster.

Example 2

From FIG. 128 the supplier system (100) identifies 
changes in the environment and process the information into 
new HQx environmental that are sent to the Virtual Reality 
Server that in turn broadcasts the information to the end 
user’s software (50) and employees of the organization to 
know the conditions of the entire network. From example 1 
the raw information is gathered, parsed and primed into a 
lingua franca standard so that all the node and end user 
software can understand. Then the information gets recal
culated tier by tier staring from Genesis Drones HQO until 
the Summit Tier HQx has validated the latest information as 
an HQx environment Bitmap File. The new environmental 
HQx Bitmap File information reaches the Virtual Reality 
Server cluster of nodes.

At this point the Virtual Reality Server now has the latest 
environmental HQx Bitmap File information will send the 
information to all of its subordinates. Once each server 
receives a new environmental data it determines to which 
users to send the latest information. The server determines 
that it has several end users that own or monitor a given 
security and update the end user software with the latest 
information.

The server signals the end user software that new data has 
been received. Upon a successful handshake signal from the 
end user client the server starts to update the computer with
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the latest information. As each new environment data is 
received each server determines available resources and 
makes decisions using FIFO to update and synchronize end 
users. Alternatively during peak time traffic each server can 
delegate the task exchanging information with end users to 
Genesis Engine Drones that will use buffer resources to 
behaves as a Virtual Reality Server with the purposes of 
exchanging information between the supplier system servers 
(100) and end users clients in the environment (50).

When a certain resource patterns or threshold are moni
tored by the summit tier Virtual Reality coordinator assigns 
Genesis Engine FiQO to FiQ2 to perform specialized tasks to 
assists the servers from clogging due to the burden created 
by updating and maintaining end users software current. 
Virtual Reality Server will prioritize available resources to 
keep end users with the requirements of interacting in to the 
system. Furthermore, and end user can use the system 
without connecting to the Virtual Reality Server and just use 
the system to review end users account information. End 
users working with the Virtual Reality component offline 
communicate with Genesis Engine Drone to receive the 
latest data.

Example 3

Using FIG. 88 we will describe a complex call. In this 
example Leg A subscriber has a global calling plan from 
Telecom Argentina, whereas the Leg B subscriber has one 
from Telecom Italia. For instance when both Leg A and Leg 
B subscriber are in the United States, a call between would 
require at least for segments.

Argentina to Miami INBOUND between Telecom Argen
tina (7324) and BST (2312)

Miami to Los Angeles INBOUND between Verizon 
(2312) and Pacific Bell (2584)

Miami to Los Angeles OUTBOUND between Verizon 
(2312) and Pacific Bell (2584)

Los Angeles to Rome OUTBOUND between Pacific Bell 
(2584) and Telecom Italia (7117)

Tandem Route Italia 123 (Telecom Italia)
Tandem Route ArgOOf (Telecom Argentina)
Tandem Verizon-BST (Verizon)
Tandem Nextel-PB (Nextel)
Each of these components will most likely have their own 

Tandem Route to connect the different long distance and 
international calls. For this reason the Vector CDR has been 
enhanced to allow for a plurality of call segments and 
Tandem routes to be able to create the most likely (or for 
simplicity the most logical path). Since the call travels 
physically from Miami to Los Angeles that would be a FiQ8 
type call. Unfortunately this call for billing purposes is a call 
from Italy to Argentina that would require a trajectory across 
two Continents and thus a F1Q12 type call.

The system must identify the cost and rate each segment 
to correlate a billing entity that uses at least four Telecom
munication Networks, with associated INBOUND and 
OUTBOUND. No roaming charges are expected, since both 
subscribers belong to worldwide plans.

What is claimed is:
1. In a telecommunications network system, a method for 

continuously analyzing, updating, monitoring, controlling, 
verifying, and validating interactions between subscribers 
and the system, the network system comprising multiple 
communication links meeting at a junction point describing 
the organization hierarchy of the network, the links in 
communication with lower tier and higher tier nodes, the 
method comprising the steps of:
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organizing the computer nodes and data warehouses of 

the system to resemble the hierarchal structure of a 
worldwide telecommunication network and training the 
nodes to perform proactive management activities that 
assist human resources that monitor the organization; 

gathering information from the computer nodes and data 
warehouses, the human resources of an organization, 
and live messages from the network; 

providing a telecommunication network covering a plu
rality of geographical regions, each region comprised 
of a plurality of Local Access Transport Areas (LA- 
TAs), each LATA subdivided into a plurality of Number 
Plan Areas (NPA), each NPA controlling a plurality of 
NXX exchanges, and each NXX exchange controlling 
a plurality of central office (CO) switches; 

integrating a parallel-distributed computer system into the 
telecommunication network to define a plurality of 
concurrently operating nodes distributed throughout 
the network in a hierarchical arrangement of tiered 
groups of nodes, a first tier group of said nodes stra
tegically located within the network to monitor and 
control local traffic within a plurality of NXX and 
Wireless Cell Sites (XO) within a number plan area 
NPA, a second tier group strategically located within 
the network to monitor and control local long distance 
Telco and Wireless traffic within a LATA or a geo
graphic region having multiple LATAs, and a third tier 
group of nodes strategically located to monitor and 
control long distance within one or more nations, and 
a fourth tier binding international traffic traveling 
through one or more continental regions of the world; 

transforming said gathered information into a lingua 
franca standard gathered at said computer nodes and 
data warehouses to derive a virtual copy of the network 
in the form of an echo of all the packet traffic that is 
broadcast to the lower tiers of the hierarchy; 

translating said gathered information and sending said 
information to the higher tier of said computers via a 
forward chaining node HQ (0 to 11) Bitmap File until 
a summit tier HQ 12 is reached; 

converting said vector trajectory into a corresponding 
node-to-node billing trajectory bitmap; 

identifying, at each node of said billing trajectory bitmap, 
which of the plurality of call carrier billing entities 
within a call billing segment associated with the node 
are being used and the associated call carrier costs; 

alerting each node along the billing trajectory bitmap to 
generate a respective billing call segment and to send 
the information to a corresponding call owner node 
upon receiving a network release message, 

scanning and then parsing each message from the envi
ronment to determine whether the call is a billable call, 
and error, and whether wireless call roaming charges 
apply;

assigning a lowest common denominator node as a call 
owner;

manipulating a plurality of Call Detail Records (CDRs) 
reflecting the actual costs of billing call segments 
generated by the network;

comparing the billable call segments communicated to the 
assigned owner; and

communicating and then confirming, to each participating 
node of a transaction, a unique identifier number that 
Vector trajectory segment has been verified and vali
dated;

differentiating billable call segments further comprises 
identifying a cost differential between billable seg
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ments cost communicated to said assigned call owner 
node and a corresponding billing segment cost con
tained in said message so that call owner must recal
culate the billing entity and make the appropriate 
changes; and

propagating and disseminating environmental data 
derived from higher-tiered ones of said computers 
having the most recent instructions to all its subordinate 
tiers.

2. Amethod as recited in claim 1, further comprising, after 
the step of identifying, the step of assigning ownership to a 
call based upon a hierarchy system, wherein the system 
assigns the node that is closest to a first call leg (leg A) 
unless the call is identified as an inbound call originating 
from another network, in which case the node closest to a 
second call leg (leg B) owner is used.

3. A method as recited in claim 1, further comprising the 
step of creating a vector CDR by a call owner, wherein the 
vector comprises a single version of the truth since the 
system has all the components required to create the billing 
entity.

4. Amethod as recited in claim 1, further comprising, after 
the steps of identifying and assigning, the step of breaking 
down a call into a plurality of components and tandem routes 
to construct a complex call.

5. Amethod as recited in claim 1, further comprising, after 
the step of identifying which tier is the call owner, the step 
of requesting each node that is monitoring a portion of the 
call trajectory to validate the segment that resides within 
their domain.

6. A method as recited in claim 1, further comprising the 
step of monitoring and tracking, via said nodes, the activity 
of subscribers of competitor systems, and subsequently 
branding first and second legs (leg A and leg B) as belonging 
to a third party telecommunication entity that is sovereign 
and independent of the system and its organization.

7. A method as recited in claim 1, wherein the step of 
establishing ownership further comprises assigning local 
wireless telephone calls to exchange nodes within a first tier 
group of said system.

8. A method as recited in claim 1, wherein the step of 
establishing ownership further comprises assigning local 
long distance wireless telephone calls to LATA nodes within 
a second tier group of said system.

9. A method as recited in claim 1, wherein the step of 
establishing ownership further comprises assigning long 
distance wireless telephone calls to national nodes within a 
third tier group of said system.
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10. A method as recited in claim 1, wherein the step of 

establishing ownership further comprises assigning interna
tional wireless telephone calls to continental nodes within a 
fourth tier group of said system.

11. A method as recited in claim 1, wherein the step of 
establishing ownership further comprises assigning long 
distance roaming wireless telephone calls to national nodes 
within the third tier group of said system.

12. A method as recited in claim 1, wherein the step of 
establishing ownership further comprises assigning Telco/ 
Wireless local calls to NPA nodes within the first tier group 
of said system.

13. A method as recited in claim 1, wherein the step of 
establishing ownership further comprises assigning hybrid 
local long distance and hybrid roaming local long distance 
telephone calls to LATA nodes within the second tier group 
of said system.

14. A method as recited in claim 1, wherein the step of 
establishing ownership further comprises assigning hybrid 
long distance and hybrid roaming long distance telephone 
calls to national nodes within the third tier group of said 
system.

15. A method as recited in claim 1, wherein the step of 
establishing ownership further comprises assigning hybrid 
international telephone calls to continental nodes within the 
fourth tier group of said system.

16. A method as recited in claim 1, wherein the steps of 
establishing ownership further comprises assigning complex 
long distance telephone calls to national nodes within the 
third tier group of said system.

17. A method as recited in claim 1, wherein the steps of 
establishing ownership further comprises assigning complex 
international calls to continental nodes within the fourth tier 
group of said system.

18. A method as recited in claim 1, wherein the steps of 
establishing ownership further comprises assigning complex 
roaming calls to continental nodes within the fourth tier 
group of said system.

19. A method as recited in claim 1, further comprising the 
step of creating Forward Chain Bitmap Environmental Data 
files wherein each node proactively monitors The environ
ment and detects a significant change that is in turn updated 
to a parent node.
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